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THE CITY AND ITS ‘IN BETWEEN’ SPACES SHOULD BE A SAFE HAVEN FOR ITS INHABITANTS, YET THE 
DOORNFONTEIN PRECINCT, IS STILL CONSIDERED  ‘UNSAFE’. AS THE PRECINCT CONSISTS MAINLY OF HOUSING 
AND MANUFACTURING OF FURNITURE, DECORATION OF INTERIORS AND FASHION INDUSTRIES SPACES, THE 
RECOGNITION OF THE NEED FOR PUBLIC SAFE AMENITIES EXISTS.
THIS THESIS AIMS TO EXPLORE THE ISSUE OF SAFETY THROUGH ARCHITECTURE AND, ULTIMATELY, HELP 
IMPROVE THE CURRENT SITUATION IN THE DOORNFONTEIN PRECINCT.
IN ADDITION, THIS THESIS EXPLORES HOW ITS END PRODUCT, THE BUILDING, SHOULD IDEALLY CONFORM WITH 
THE PRINCIPLES OF ‘DEFENSIBLE SPACE’ WITHIN THE CONSTRAINTS OF A CITY CONTEXT AND ITS PARTICULAR 
TIGHT RECTANGULAR STREET GRID LAYOUT WHILE, SIMULTANEOUSLY, GIVING IT BACK AND MAKING IT EASILY 
ACCESSIBLE TO THE PEOPLE USING IT THEREBY MAKING IT AN ACTIVE AND PUBLIC SPACE WITH A CLEAR SENSE 
OF ORDER.
THE INTENDED BUILDING DESIGN IS TO FIT BETWEEN THE HIGHLIGHTED EDGES OF THE HISTORIC PATHS AND 
MODERN CIRCULATION AXIS OF THE SITE WHICH IN THEMSELVES DEDICATE AN HIERARCHY OF ACTIVITIES 
WITHIN A PART OF TOWN WHICH IS WITNESSING ITS REVIVAL, THE APPROPRIATE HEIGHT OF THE BUILDING 
AND ITS ACTIVITIES, FUNCTION IS KEY FACTOR DUE TO DESIGN AS THESE DETERMINE THE SUCCESS OF THE 
PROJECT SURVEILLANCE. 
ABSTRACT
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Johannesburg is a city in constant change, a city with a recent but dramatic history, from its inception in 1886, with the 
discovery of gold, to a megalopolis by mid-1900. Throughout its short history, Johannesburg bore witness to a variety 
of socio-political and economic changes making it, as Lebo Mashego, AFHCO’s Urban Development says: ‘a city of 
contested space’.  The city of Johannesburg is, indeed, a physical expression of a diversion of population from different 
cultures, with different needs at different times. 
URBAN DECAY & DECENTRALISATION
As a result, the city has been through prosperous times owing to the Great Gold Rush with a steady growth through 
the decades. It has been through “something of a decline in the 1980s and 1990s when property speculators directed 
large amounts of capital into suburban shopping malls, decentralised office parks and entertainment centres” (Rodney 
2003: http://www.amethyst.co.za/JhbGuide/Johannesburg.htm ) which led to the rapid and deep-rooted urban 
decay still evident and visible in the many residential and industrial zones characterised by dirt and crime. Although 
Johannesburg has been going through major rejuvenation projects, plenty still needs to be done in order to restore 
order and safety to its inhabitants. 
On a wider scope, this thesis proposes to study one of the examples where efforts are being made to reverse such 
urban decay. The End Street Park / New Doornfontein Precinct, is a current project embraced by the collaborative 
teams of AFHCO Holdings (Affordable Housing Company) and AMDEC Property Development with the support of JDA 
(Johannesburg Development Agency).
End Street Park/ New Doornfontein Precinct is mainly a housing project component. It proposes to supply the Inner 
City residential market with approximately 3600 units which provide for approximately 9600 people according to 
architect Andrew Shephard, AFHCO’s Head of Department of architectural team. As part of the urban rejuvenation 
process, the project also includes provision for recuperation of some light industrial spaces, some educational facilities 
and substantial retail areas. The main and most impressive renovations are taking place in the buildings surrounding 
the End Street Park which has been recently upgraded by JDA and currently run by AFHCO as a park that services the 
school facilities adjacent to the park.
INTRODUCTION
THE CURRENT SITUATION
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Precinct specifics aside, work done by housing companies provide an answer in terms of just that, namely housing. 
Now that housing is being attended to, though not wholly resolved, attention needs to be given to how this new 
population, now occupying the Inner City, is living. Great efforts are being made to change the perceptions inherent in 
Johannesburg city dwellers by supplying an affordable housing model. In order to make such models work, individual 
private spaces have been diminished to the bare minimum. To illustrate, the new standard of living units are as small 
as 12 square metres, such as a designated cleaner’s rooms in the halfway landing of the former office buildings, and as 
big as the two bedroom living-units of up to 45 square metres average.
In such small living spaces, how do the city families occupy their time? Youth cannot and should not be contained 
within such small parameters and will naturally take on to the streets of the Johannesburg which, as has been already 
mentioned above, are still perceived as a ‘violent’ and, therefore ‘unsafe’ environment.
This thesis has therefore originated from a realisation that the problem of housing has now shifted from the primary 
problem of lodging the city-dweller to the how to ‘entertain’ the public who are now occupying the Inner City. In order 
to  ‘entertain’ them, city planners ought to provide spaces where people are encouraged and allowed to gather. Such 
spaces ought to range from open areas, with appropriate landscaping to enclosed areas, though not ‘caged’ in.
My thesis attempts to analyse what is being done around spaces such as the End Street Park in order to understand 
whether it is at all possible to persuade residents to take ownership of the amenities provided for them by applying 
old theories and principles of Defensible Space.
My objective is to promote the idea that safety can be achieved through architecture which employs simple 
principles, as well as to address the End Street Parks need for further safe amenities such as a medium sized sports 
complex with various activities; technical facilities, a clinic for the youth and other recreational amenities. Through 
such a recreational centre the End Street Park can become a safe haven for those living and/or working in the area. 
Moreover, the recreation centre is to be a place to breathe, to encourage interaction and provide the individual with a 
space which hosts a multitude of activities other than merely spaces to work, eat and sleep. The design intervention, 
a recreational centre, aims to contribute and respond to the local government call for the upliftment and rejuvenation 
of Johannesburg’s inner city.
TOP: Example of housing units being sup-
plied for rentals 
BOTTOM: Photo of 120 End Street Tower. 
(Author’s own)
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THOUGH A YOUNG CITY, JOHANNESBURG HAS AN INTRIGUING AND FASCINATING HISTORY. 
THIS CHAPTER WAS SET UP TO BRIEFLY EXPLAIN THE ORIGINS OF THE RANDSJESLAAGTE 
TRIANGLE AND BREE STREET, IN ORDER TO UNDERSTAND BETTER THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THESE 
SPACES IN RELATION TO THE HISTORY OF THE CITY, AS THESE ARE RATHER IMPORTANT ASPECTS 
ABOUT THE SITE CHOSEN FOR THIS THESIS. 
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WHAT IS THE RANDJESLAAGTE TRIANGLE?
According to Brodie, editor of The Joburg book: A guide to the city’s history, 
people and places, Randjeslaagte, is the triangular piece of land, found by 
Gideon Retief Von Wielligh, the Transvaal Surveyor-General,  “between the 
three major farms of Braamfontein, Doornfontein and Turffontein” (Brodie, 
2008: 47). 
It was “a barren, stony and unclaimed triangle of land” (Brodie, 2008: 47) 
which was a direct result of the common practice of “rough and ready 
surveying techniques of rural Transvaal, where land was plentiful but 
qualified surveyors were rare.” (Brodie, 2008: 47) Brodie explains that 
this implied that the farmers would stake out their land with temporary 
markers and eventually a surveyor would come and formalise the property 
boundaries. Randjeslaagte was therefore, as Brodie illustrates (2008:47), 
a ‘classic example’ of surplus land which resulted from the overlapping of 
land claims. This portion of land then became automatically property of the 
Government. 
Although Randsjeslaagte covers 1100 acres of land, it was “unsuitable 
for agriculture and had no water” (Brodie 2008:47) so farmers took no 
interest. As it turns out, this unwanted piece of land became the centre of 
Johannesburg, containing some of the busiest streets of the city.
Historical research shows that attempts were made to find gold but not 
much was found and so Brodie notes that, “36 claims between today’s 
Bree and Pritchard streets” (2008:47) were dug, and some gold was found 
but not enough for mining. Eventually, Josias Eduard de Villiers proclaimed 
Randjeslaagte as part of the new village as, by his time, the central locality 
had been noted.
END STREET & THE RANDJESLAAGTE TRIANGLE
Top Left: Randjeslaagte Syndicate’s Map of the three amalgamated blocks of twelve 
claims (BEAVON 2004:23)
Top Right: Map of farm boundaries and mining camps in 1886 (VAN DER WAAL 
1987:index)
Right: Map of the suburbs of Johannesburg in 1890 (VAN DER WAAL 1987:18 & 19)
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WHERE IS THE RANDJESLAAGTE TRIANGLE?
To this day, the Randjeslaagte Triangle is noticed as its edges are ‘off-grid’ 
to the typical tight square grid typical of Johannesburg.  Brodie simplifies 
the boundaries by describing that Commissioner marks the very south 
of the triangle. Louis Botha marks the north extent with the apex taking 
place at the corner with Boundary Road. The West of the land is marked by 
West Street, with the South-West corner taking place at the intersection 
between Commissioner and Diagonal Streets. The eastern edge is marked 
by  Catherine Avenue (due north of the railway) and End Street (due South 
of the railway), both slightly at an angle to Nugget Street with the South-East 
corner taking place at the Market and End Street corner.
WHY END STREET?
Brodie reports that the name of End Street, literally denotes the end or edge 
of Randsjeslaagte. Similarly, as explained by Irwin Manoim, in an article of 
Joburg’s official web site entitled Why Bree Street has that ’kink’, Bree Street 
“was one of the few streets which was not named after any minor official,” 
(Internet: http://www.joburgnews.co.za/facts/bree.stm)  means “Broad 
Street”, a Dutch word for major street, just as “New York’s Broadway was 
originally called Bree Street by the city’s Dutch founders.” (Internet: http://
www.joburgnews.co.za/facts/bree.stm)
Above: THE RANDJESLAAGTE TRIANGLE with End Street Park highlighted as well as the 
triangulation, Bree Street and exaggeration  of the ‘Bree Kink’ which happens with the 
mismatching of the north south roads  (BRODIE 2008:45)
Right: Map of the suburbs of Johannesburg in 1890 (VAN DER WAAL 1987:18 & 19)
end street
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THE BREE KINK
bree stre
et
railway
end street
In his web site article, Irwin Manoim describes the importance and the chaos it is to cross the Bree Kink beautifully 
by saying that “one of the eccentricities of central Johannesburg, is the way streets north and south of Bree Street fail 
to meet up correctly. Driving north or south across Bree Street requires negotiating around an awkward bend, known 
as the Bree Street Kink, and the cause of many a fender-dinging accident.” (Internet: http://www.joburgnews.co.za/
facts/bree.stm)
As Manoim points out, there are many versions of explanations to why Bree Street has such ‘awkward’ intersections. 
Manoim mentions that through his research, GA Leyds, writer of “A history of Johannesburg” states that Bree Street 
was in fact the north boundary of Johannesburg for the first year of the township, when the Randjeslaagte Syndicate 
attempted to mine the area. Moreover, Manoim notes that only “by 1887, Johannesburg had outgrown its roots [and] 
the government authorised the laying out of more stands north of Bree Street.” (Internet: http://www.joburgnews.
co.za/facts/bree.stm) According to Leyds, the explanation to the kink is simply that the surveyor used a different 
method to peg out the claims north west of Harrison Street’s intersection thereby off-setting all the roads east of 
Harrison all the way to End Street.
Images: Author’s own
AS RESEARCH DEMONSTRATES, THE SITE IS LOCATED AT A POINT WHICH OUGHT TO PAY 
RESPECT TO THE RECENT HERITAGE OF THE YOUNG CITY JOHANNESBURG. THE JUXTAPOSITION 
OF THE TIGHT SQUARE GRID WITH THE TRIANGULATION OF THE ‘LEFT OVER’ SPACES, THE RATHER 
PECULIAR WAY  IN WHICH THE STREETS WERE ORIGINALLY NAMED SUCH AS THE APPROPRIATE 
NAMING OF END STREET, AND FINALLY THE ODD BREE KINK WERE ESSENTIALS HISTORIC 
COMPONENTS WHICH WERE CHOSEN TO BE PHYSICALLY REPRESENTED IN THE BUILDING 
PROPOSED IN THIS THESIS.
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IN THIS CHAPTER, DESIGN PRINCIPLES PROVIDED IN CHRISTOPHER ALEXANDER’S BOOK,
THE PATTERN LANGUAGE ARE USED TO ILLUSTRATE, DEMONSTRATE AND EMPHASIZE 
THE PROMOTION OF DEFENSIBLE SPACE DESIGN AS EXPLORED IN THE PREVIOUS CHAPTER
- THE THEORETICAL PRINCIPALS.
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FOUR STOREY LIMIT 
(Pages 114 - 119)
Alexander has identified in his Pattern Language that the ideal height for higher density should be restricted to 
four-storey. Like Newman, Alexander points out that studies have proved that high-rise living is not good for the 
well-being of humans, Alexander goes as far as mentioning that high-rise living leads to breakdown of mental health 
especially amongst women/housewives as they are subjected to long periods of isolation, therefore, the higher the 
density/height of living the greater the need for activities that “draw women out into the world”. 
The four-storey-limit has been rationalised because any given person on a fourth-floor level, still has a relatively 
good relation with what is happening on the ground floor. Over four stories, that relationship with the ground is lost. 
Moreover, the higher the building, the higher the levels of discomfort experienced by pedestrians or those at ground 
level.
To further support the four-storey-limit principle, Alexander points out some of the implications of high-rise living 
which affect everyone. more and more is that society is becoming obese from lack of exercise. 
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HIGH PLACES
(Pages 315 - 318)
“The instinct to climb up 
to some high places, from 
which you can look down 
and survey your world, 
seems to be a fundamental 
human instinct” 
Christopher   Alexander
As Alexander explains  it “seems to be a fundamental instinct” that of 
“climb[ing] up to some high places, from which you can look down and 
survey your world...” (Alexander 1977:365) People have a fascination with 
heights and being able to go to higher spaces in order to be able to survey 
their surrounding. Though this survey is not necessarily in terms of safety 
surveillance, the mere fact that people are surveying and observing their 
surroundings lends itself to a natural surveillance, which is what this thesis 
intends to achieve.
Classic examples of high places are that while historically, there was a need for 
self defense from attacks and so the instinct for self preservation led to use of 
castle towers as look outs, as of more recent habits, as Alexander points out 
in his study, people enjoy to “look down and survey your world...” (Alexander 
1977:365) so places such Rio de Janeiro’s ‘Sugar Loaf’ (Pão de Açucar) become 
main points of attraction. These examples go to show that High Places are 
important aspects for getting the attention of public in order to occupy a 
building.
STAIR SEATS
(Pages 603 - 605)
(After ALEXANDER 1977:605)
Though people tend to avoid walking vertically, the satisfaction in over looking their 
surroundings from an higher point is greater and a motivator to take people into raised 
platforms. In cases such as public spaces, look out spaces become points of attraction  
Examples are the religious buildings and their bell towers or minarets.
In addition to the notion of High Spaces, the notion of Stair Seats is probably 
more relevant to this study as the main intention is to make the public space 
in buildings habitable by the passing public, as so Stair Seats, provides a better 
vantage point at a reasonable scale, making it a more appealing space to linger 
as well as it allows for people to interact within a common level, and for the 
purpose of this study, at the most public level, the Ground floor. 
“Whenever there is action in a place, 
the spots which are most inviting, are those 
high enough to give people a vantage point, and 
low enough to put them in action.” 
Christopher   Alexander
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PROMENADE
(Pages 168 - 173) “Each subculture needs a center for its public life: 
a place to where you can go to see people, 
and to be seen.”
Christopher Alexander
WALKING DISTANCE OF ACTUAL PROMENADE 
AND DISTANCE TO THE PROMENADE SHOULD 
BE KEPT TO ANYTHING UNDER 20 MINUTE WALK
6m WIDE MAXIMUN | 3m WIDE MINIMUM
Promenades are an important component of urban design. These provide space for people of various backgrounds 
to come together and at least interact visually. As Gehl points out over and over again, it is a basic human need for 
people to ‘rub shoulders’ and, in a society where the norm is for people to become more and more secluded, the 
creation of promenade like spaces is becoming vital for the well-being of city dwellers. Alexander goes further by 
simply saying that “The beauty of the promenade is simplicity: people with a shared way of life gather together to 
rub shoulders and confirm their community.” ( ) According to Alexander’s studies, people do not enjoy walking long 
distances and so, promenades should keep to a maximum of 460 metres in length and also should range between 3 to 
6 metres width.
Because of the relatively short distance in which promenades manage to be successful, as well as the fact that 
promenades offer a variety of activities which appeal to certain groups of peoples, Alexander suggests that in “there 
must be promenades at frequent intervals” (Alexander 1977:170). This is seen along Johannesburg’s major streets  but 
mostly along the East West  corridors like these of Bree and Jeppe Streets. Few are the cases along the North-South 
corridors. The industrial city block demarcated by End and Davies Streets, which mark the ‘end’ of Bree Street, and the 
beginning of Jeppe Street proves to be an ideal corridor where promenades ought to take place for these are currently 
witnessing a great increase of pedestrian flow owing to the reopening of the Doornfontein Railway Station.
AFHCO, one of the companies investing in the area, has understood this basic principle and is now converting the 
Ground floors of 120 End Street into one of the biggest shopping surfaces in Johannesburg’s downtown. Its location 
clearly serves to confirm the increase of pedestrian flow taking place in this area. Not only does it confirm such 
increase but will also be a catalyst in attracting city dwellers assuring a constant flow of pedestrians.
In order to further guarantee the success of a promenade, Alexander strongly recommends that activities which 
may promote a ‘strong destination’ such as cafés or small shops, should be situated in close proximity within a given 
promenade.  
After sketch of a promenadae and its catch basin 
(ALEXANDER 1977:171)
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ACTIVITY NODES
(Pages 163 - 167)“Community facilities scattered individually through 
the city do nothing for the life of  the city.” 
Christopher Alexander
Activity nodes are an urban vital concentration of activities which attract people to a given space. Alexander points out 
that by grouping similar activities increases the success of such areas. The fact that the site is situated in the boundary 
of what has become a residential and manufacturing zone (with the beginnings of a new major pedestrian corridor 
passing along its border) and at the end of a major historic corridor, leads to a need of grouping activities which 
celebrate this friction of movement; the beginning and the end; the coming together. Therefore these activities ought 
to:
-  suggest to a space which is both the destination and part of a path. They ought to represent the start of many 
such goals as sports or academic. They ought to allow dreams to happen; 
- promote a space to rest. Rest both mind and body from the daily stresses of life; and
- bring people together. 
1st - set of  paths...
     2nd - concentrate activities
          3rd- group activities which
                   feed of  each other...
According to Alexander, in order 
to achieve a successful node of 
activities, one should:
- 1- “draw main paths of [existing or 
intended] community” (ALEXANDER 
1977:164);
- 2- “keep activities concentrated” 
(ALEXANDER 1977:165);
- 3- group activities which can feed of 
each other, and
- 4- the”nodes should be distributed 
... evenly” (ALEXANDER 1977:165).
Although these were intended to 
be applied to the city scale, this site 
has been identified, and the same 
principles can be applied within 
the building scale. Activities within 
a building ought to be placed near 
one another so they can feed one 
another and promote a safe flow 
within the building itself.
Image: Author’s own
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ARCADES
(Pages 580 -584)
Two types of arcade. Top built up with canopies vs. bottom which is formed 
naturally with built form, cave like arcade.
Images: Author’s own
ACTIVITY POCKETS
(Pages 599 - 602)
Right: Sketches illustrating that by 
occupying the edges the public central 
space become more lively(After 
ALEXANDER 1977: 600 & 601)
“The life of  a public square 
form  naturally around its edge. 
It the edge fails, 
then the space never becomes lively.” 
Christopher   Alexander
As Alexander notes, “people gravitate naturally towards the edge of public 
spaces. THEY DO NOT LINGER IN THE OPEN.” (Alexander 1977: 600). This 
can be interpreted as a sense of discomfort brought about, once again, by 
the instinct of self preservation, as being in the open one does not have a 
space to seek shelter from the elements or, in the contemporary city living, 
shelter from personal attack from the urban predators such as robbers. There 
is, then, a need for the provision of pockets of activities within the public 
space, so people encounter a constant sense of surveillance and therefore 
comfortable while being in the public.
“Covered walkways at the edge of  buildings, 
which are partly inside, partly outside 
- play a vital role in the way that 
people interact with buildings.” 
Christopher   Alexander
In his study, Alexander accurately mentions that “buildings are often much 
more unfriendly than they need to be. ... They do no genuinely invite public 
in.” (Alenxader 1977:581) The urban environment is a true testament to 
such affirmation and Johannesburg is no exception, if not a prime example 
of how unfriendly the built environment has become as a result of the 
crime experienced in the city. Alexander goes further in pointing out that 
“the problem lies in the fact there are no strong connections between the 
territorial world within the building and the purely public world outside.” 
(Alenxader 1977:581) In order to counter act such reality, Arcades are 
an effective solution to bridge this disconnect and denote a sense of 
territorialism within the public space as a natural and friendly threshold 
between the public outdoor and indoor space.
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SMALL PUBLIC SQUARE
(Pages 310 - 314)“A town needs public squares; they are the largest, 
most public rooms, that the town has, but when they 
are too large, they look and feel deserted” 
Christopher Alexander
From Alexander’s simple yet powerful writing, one understands the need for 
public squares  as he explains that “a town needs public squares; they are 
the largest, most public rooms, that the town has.” (ALEXANDER 2005:311)  
He does, however, rightfully warrant that when designing public squares one 
should be mindful of the size of the open space being created as “when they 
are too large, they look and feel deserted” (ALEXANDER 2005:311) and this 
would undoubtedly become space exposed to danger.
Currently, the site has a park due North-West.  Owing to the physical 
properties of this park, the site is not to benefit in many ways, and so, in 
keeping with Alexander’s principles, a smaller park is to be proposed in the 
final design as an extension of the existing park.
The Park extension is meant to function as both public street resting / 
play area within the mixture of residential, commercial, manufacturing, 
storage and potential sports buildings, and the pre-gathering space for the 
Recreational Centre.
After illustration of ideal size of a small 
public square.  Alexander’s suggestion 
is it should be between 13 and 18m in 
width. (ALEXANDER 1977:313)
PUBLIC OUTDOOR ROOM
(Pages 348 - 352)
As mentioned numerous times, populations within the city centres are 
living in very small spaces so, either they withdraw themselves in their little 
living space or take to the streets. Even Pattern Language makes mention 
of the importance of public outdoor rooms. Public space is an extension of 
the private living space and though formerly, common habit, it needs to be 
revived and, in order to do so, public space needs to be made friendly and 
safe.
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LOCAL SPORTS
(Pages 3169 - 366) “The human body does not wear out with use. 
On the contrary, it wears down when it is not used.” 
Christopher  Alexander
In the 21st century, one of the very clear problems of society in the urban areas is, undoubtedly, obesity. Various 
aspect contribute to this worrying phenomenon, but lack of physical activity is the main contributor. Fortunately, 
South Africa has a sports legacy and so school tend to make it a priority to provide spaces where pupils are physically 
active. But with the population boom within the CDB, the new schools are occupying former office, commercial or 
residential buildings do not have the luxury of access to adequate spaces for such activities to take place.
The building being proposed in this thesis attempts to answer to this need by applying Alexander’s solution, which 
implies (Alexander 1977:365) scattering spaces for individual or group sports within the urban fabric. He further 
suggests implementation of such sports as “tennis, squash, table tennis, swimming, billiards, dancing, a gymnasium” 
(Alexander 1977:365/6).  Finally, Alexander suggests making “the action visible to passers-by, as an invitation to 
participate” (Alexander 1977:366) as people are attracted to spaces where activities take place. 
TEENAGE SOCIETY
 (Pages 415 - 419)
Student housing around this site is on the increase, and so the need for space where the youth are allowed to gather 
in a safe and controlled manner is essential for the urban areas.
“Teenage is the time of passage between childhood and adulthood” (Alexander 1977:416) and so is the associated 
rebel age and energy peaks. Owing to the modern life styles of city living, youth do not have much space to grow. As 
Alexander hints, “in traditional societies, [the] passage is accompanied by rites which suit the psychological demands 
of the transition. But in modern society the ‘high school’ fails entirely to provide this passage” (Alexander 1977:416) 
and so, a space such as a recreation centre ought to allocate areas dedicated to help in the emotional, as well as 
physical well-being of the youth of the city centres. Facilities such as Youth Club and sports grounds for the social 
and physical needs, namely various food-retail spaces to further respond to the social need, and a small youth-clinic 
providing space for psychologists, social services and basic health guidance for the youth to respond to the health 
needs of teenagers of the surrounding areas.
“Teenage is the time of  passage between childhood 
and adulthood... this passage is accompanied by 
rites which suit the psychological demands of  the 
transition. But in modern society the ‘high school’ fails 
entirely to provide this passage.” 
Christopher   Alexander
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SHOPPING STREET
(Pages 174 - 178)
One of the many proposals for 120 End Shopping Centre 
(complements of AFHCO Construction Management)
“Shopping centres depend on access... However, the 
shoppers themselves don’t benefit from traffic: they 
need quit, comfort and convenience, and access from 
the pedestrian paths in the surrounding areas.” 
Christopher  Alexander
As per Alexander’s study shows, conflict is ongoing regarding what would be the ideal 
setting for shopping complexes. More and more, enclosed  shopping malls are taking 
over the setting bringing about urban development problems. The problem that affects 
this specific study is the fact that these become hard edges with their high walls, barb 
wire, controlled entry points adding to the unfriendliness and harsh environment being 
experienced nowadays. An aspect which professionals of the built environment should 
be working against, and yet, proves to be the easiest solution for the urban problems.
Taking into consideration that one of the appeals of the site chosen for this study, is the 
120 End Street development which includes a residential tower and shopping centre 
on ground floor with Checkers as the key draw card for this shopping complex. The this 
specific design principle as been highlighted and explored purely as a personal criticism 
of what could be done in order to promote a safe amenities open to the public.
THE 120 END STREET SHOPPING MALL:
Originally, proposals put forward by the design team meant having the shopping 
complex interact with the street edges thereby feeding into and from the End Street 
Park recently redeveloped by JDA (Johannesburg Development Agency) on West 
of the shopping complex, and similarly, making use of the recently re-inaugurated 
Doornfontein Railway Station  directly due North  East of the site. The vision was to 
restrict vehicular flow along End and Davies Streets and give way for both formal and 
informal retail along the these streets. This would open up the streets for the public 
and further capitalize in the investments in this specific region. Should these proposals 
been pursued and built this study would have had a great site to ‘plug’ into in terms of 
extending the life of the park and making this area a future case study of safe public 
space as part of the city living amenities so desperately required.
Instead, the shopping centre has turned its back on the streets which confirms the fear 
of investors and the perpetuation of enclosed developments with extreme means of 
security.
In contrast, this study proposes to explore the potentials brought about by providing  
retail along the street as part of public building threshold as means to soften these 
same edges as well as promote a variety of activities. This is so as to respond to Gehl’s 
theories regarding the creation of multiple everyday activities as well as promote natural 
surveillance and territorialism as part of Newman’s Defensible Space theories.
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ISOLATION = FAILURE  |  Night-time has a different appeal to different users. People are known to enjoy going out at 
night so, as Alexander suggests, one should design spaces which incorporate various similar activities in a given area 
in order for such spaces to succeed. Alexander further points out that such activity groupings should ideally be at a 
minimum of six activities
 i.e.: bars | cinema | cafe | ice cream parlour | petrol station | sweet shop
LIGHT  =  SAFETY | This should lead to the design of some sort of ‘evening centres’. In order for these spaces to be 
rightfully occupied, plenty of light ought to be supplied. Light is mainly associated with safety because of the visual 
surveillance it promotes.
FEAR OF DARK | Dark spaces generally instil fear and, as Alexander points out, a resultant of night-time is the 
increase in crime level. Alexander further points that should the density of pedestrian flow increase, crime ought to 
decrease.
“Most of  the city’s activities close down at night;
those which stay open won’t do much for the night life 
of  the city unless they are together.”
Christopher Alexander
After diagram of ISOLATED NIGHT SPOT 
INVITE CRIME (ALEXANDER 1977: 181)
“Knit together shops, amusements, and services 
which are open at night... ”
Christopher Alexander
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DANCING IN THE STREET
(Pages 319 - 321)
Though Alexander makes mention of the fact that people in general do not dance in the streets anymore, this is not 
true in South African society. If anything, South Africans are known to be one of the cultures to dance whether they 
are happy, sad or in protest.  It is therefore fitting to provide spaces where dance can take place.
Alexander suggests that “along promenades, in squares and evening centres, [one should] make a slightly raised 
platform to form a bandstand, where street musicians and local bands can play.” (Alexander 1977:312) In today’s 
society, more specifically within the South African context, one is more likely to find shops with music blasting to 
attract clients, or people gathering around cars with their stereos playing on the highest volume possible. Music and 
dancing are a part of the culture. It therefore must be incorporated into any public space design.
STREET CAFE 
(Pages 436 - 439) “The street café provides a unique setting, special to cities:
a place where people can sit lazily, legitimately, be on view,
and watch the world go by.” 
Christopher   Alexander
Street cafes are part of the cultures of “the most humane cities” (Alexander 1977:437) for the simple reason that 
these ‘humane cities’ which Alexander might be alluding to are mostly concentration centres of population. This 
means that the ‘shoe box’ life style which is the core of concerns which led to this study, has been experienced 
world wide. As a result, observations note that the most common form of social gathering takes place in street 
cafes. Alexander’s theory is that such spaces are treated as places in which “the setting gives [one] the right to 
be there” (Alexander 1977: 457) and so people make such spaces an extension of their ‘living spaces’ where 
various everyday activities take place naturally. These spaces become the public living rooms where people meet 
and greet without a sense of private space invasion. As it is said, these the ideal places to ‘see and be seen’.Illustration of street cafe (After ALEXANDER 1977: 439)
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AFTER STUDYING THE PATTERN LANGUAGE AND ITS PRINCIPLES, THE FOLLOWING BECOME EVIDENT:
*PEOPLE DO NOT ENJOY BIG OPEN SPACES SO PUBLIC SPACES AND ITS EDGES (BOTH FUNCTIONS 
AND FORMS) ARE TO BE CAREFULLY CONSIDERED;
*VANTAGE POINTS ARE TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT AS PEOPLE LIKE TO OVERLOOK THEIR 
SURROUNDING; 
*PEOPLE ATTRACT PEOPLE, SO FUNCTIONS ARE TO BE CAREFULLY CONSIDERED TO ATTRACT THE 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PEOPLE;
*HEIGHT AND LENGTHS OF PUBLIC SPACE OR ACTIVITIES WITHIN SUCH PUBLIC SPACES ARE 
ESSENTIAL FOR THE COMFORT OF HOW PEDESTRIANS INTERACT WITH BUILT FORM AND ITS 
SURROUNDINGS;
*PUBLIC THRESHOLDS ARE TO BE DESIGNED IN SUCH WAY AS TO MAKE IT EASIER AND MORE 
COMFORTABLE FOR PEOPLE TO APPROACH  AND OCCUPY THE EDGES OF BUILDINGS.
 § 
| 0
23THEORY
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THE THESIS RESEARCH STEAMS FROM THE AWARENESS OF HOW THE CITY DWELLER IS 
ADJUSTING, OR NOT, TO THE NEW STANDARDS OF LIVING PROVIDED BY HOUSING COMPANIES 
SUCH AS AFHCO. THIS AWARENESS WAS BROUGHT ABOUT BY HAVING WORKED AT AFHCO 
PROJECTS, MOST RECENTLY AFHCO CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT, WHERE I LEARNT THAT THE 
CITY DWELLER IS WILLING TO LIVE IN A SHOE BOX DUE TO THE AFFORDABLE RATES FOR A ‘FLAT’ 
WHICH MEETS THE VERY MINIMAL REQUIREMENTS REGARDING PRIVACY , PERSONAL HYGIENE, 
PERSONAL SPACE AND RELATIVE SAFETY.
 A BASIC UNDERSTANDING OF THE NEEDS OF CITY DWELLER WERE THEREFORE ACQUIRED AND 
BECOME ALMOST SECOND NATURE AND SO THE REALISATION THAT THERE IS AN EVIDENT LACK OF 
PROVISION OF AMPLE, PUBLIC RECREATIONAL SPACES  WITHIN AREAS SUCH AS DOORNFONTEIN 
PRECINCT WHICH AFHCO AND AMDEC HAVE BEEN, ARE CURRENTLY, AND WILL BE BUSY 
RENOVATING CONTRIBUTING TO THE REJUVENATION OF JOHANNESBURG’S CITY CENTRE.
IN ORDER TO PROMOTE SUCH SPACE, THEORIES AND WRITINGS REGARDING ‘DEFENSIBLE SPACE’ 
AS WELL AS ‘STREET LIVING’ OR THE ‘SPACE IN BETWEEN’ WERE RESEARCHED AND DOCUMENTED 
IN THIS CHAPTER. 
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WHAT IS DEFENSIBLE SPACE?
Defensible Space is a theory developed in the 70’s by Oscar Newman, an architect and city planner. Defensible Space 
is, as Newman himself describes in his Design Guidelines For Creating Defensible Space, as “a residential environment 
whose physical characteristics – building layout and site plan – function to allow inhabitants themselves to become 
the key agents in ensuring their own security.” (Newman 1975: 4) Over three decades of research and various works, 
Newman explores the practice of Defensible Space in the three main residential typologies, those of low density in 
row housing, medium density in walk-up flats, and high density in the high-rise apartments. As this thesis is set to 
analyse an existing environment of high-rise apartment, the lessons learnt focus on the relevant findings for this 
specific density and typology.
In his earlier published book, Defensible Space: People and design in the violent city, Newman goes to great lengths 
to explain how people relate to the living environment in specific to the then current conditions of social housing in 
the United States of America, with most research work done in New York. Though South Africa, and for that matter, 
Johannesburg, has its own particular housing problems, it should be safe to say  that when it comes to basic ‘factors 
affecting the behavior and attitudes of people living in [social housing environment]’ (Newman 1972: xiii) parallels can 
be drawn and similar principles applied in the South African context. Having said that, nearly four decades have passed 
since Newman’s work was published, and while Newman was studying the then upcoming social decay of urban areas, 
at this stage, in our current context we are dealing with the slow but nevertheless persistent rejuvenation process of 
Johannesburg’s Inner City as Lael Bethlehem, JDA’s chief executive officer, was quoted saying during a tour of the town 
two years back that, “Ten years ago, large swathes of the city were simply not functioning and now we are seeing a 
very different picture” (http://www.joburg.org.za/index2.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=3526&po). Thus 
most of the observations made by Newman, to which this thesis refers to, are to be ever so slightly converted so to be 
applied to our current situation.
Newman’s opening affirmation states that “the crime problem facing Urban [African cities] will not be answered 
through increased police force or firepower” (Newman 1972: 1); he goes further saying that, “we [have] witness[ed] 
a breakdown of the social mechanisms that once kept crime in check and gave direction and support to police 
activity.” (Newman 1972: 1) This is similar to what we have witnessed and still perceive in the last two decades in 
DEFENSIBLE SPACE
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6 Johannesburg. Can we, as professionals of the built environment, find ways that aid the fight against crime rather than 
simply give in to the now standard high-fence-and-barbad-wire as a means of security measures? 
DEFENSIBLE SPACE NOT ONLY APPLICABLE TO HOUSING DESIGN
Though Newman’s studies and applications of Defensible Space were primarily focused towards American housing 
projects, his studies can, to an extent, be applied in the study of an existing urban project such as that of End Street 
Park and the current changes happening around it.
LESSONS LEARNT
As part of Defensible Space practice, Newman employs three categories which though he explains and illustrates 
separately, he emphasizes that all three categories ought to work together and none is more important than the other.
The categories are:
1. ‘Territorialism’
2. ‘Natural Surveillance’
3. ‘Image and Milieu’
The following pages are a summary of each category which has been considered relevant to this document in order to 
gain a better understanding of Defensible Space.
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71. ‘TERRITORIALISM’
- “Site Design”
According to Newman’s research, territorialism is rather difficult to achieve in high-rise apartment areas seeing 
that the moment many people share a common space, ownership of such space tends to diminish especially on the 
‘grounds’. However, this tendency can be reverted if public circulation is controlled by means of simple site design 
techniques such as creating pockets of ‘defensible space’. Such can be achieved if one should, as Newman suggests, 
subdivide and identify public zones with street furniture such as seating, youth play areas and signage near and 
common with that of the building image thereby making it easier for the apartment dwellers to recognise and in 
own the space subconsciously. Nothing “reinforces territorial restrictions [like] the provision of play equipment for 
young children and seating areas for adults.” (Newman 1972:54) Moreover, as Newman illustrates the positioning 
of recreation space increases the awareness and the subsequent recognition of such spaces “as extension of the 
semiprivate building. The fact that children play and adults sit in these areas serves to increase residents’ concern with 
activity taking place there.” (1972: 54)
- “Street Design”
Akin to Newman’s statement, “It is possible to subdivide the existing fabric of city streets in order to create territorially 
defined blocks and areas.” (Newman 1972: 60) By manipulating existing streets and, as Newman depicts, ‘restrict’ 
the flow of traffic and the positioning of street furniture in order to control such flows, one can expand the domain of 
the resident and diminish the accessibility for vandalism. It is important to note, however, that traffic flow is vital as it 
“provides a form of continual natural surveillance, as well as an opportunity for patrol by policing authority.” (Newman 
1972: 60)
In high-rise apartment typography, people are placed vertically denying them the right to claim a piece of land. 
Designing areas which allow for personal touch by those making use of the area, further increases the sense of 
ownership and interaction with the ‘grounds’.
- “Real versus symbolic barriers”
Barriers are the physical and visual ‘language of symbols’ used to make and clearly define the boundaries and stake 
territorial claims, as Newman states further, “ these boundary definers are interruptions in the sequence of movement 
along access paths and serve to create perceptible zones of transition from public to private spaces.” (Newman 
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8 1972: 63) Such barriers, both real and symbolic are vital to indicate to residents and passers by what is considered a 
‘residential public space’, therefore, with some sense of ownership and authority versus what could be considered ‘no 
man’s land’ or rather ‘municipal space’ where there is no possible sense of ownership and therefore, no control. 
Examples of real barriers are the obvious and aggressive use of high solid walls, high palisade fences and lockable 
areas with restricted access usually by means of keys, cards or the thumb print, turnstile or mantrap, all security 
measure that are already a part of the South African built environment-language. While symbolic barriers are of a 
subtle language achieved by use of “open gateways, light standards, a short run of steps, planting and changes in the 
texture of the walking surface” (Newman 1972:63), such measures have recently, been used in the various points of 
rejuvenation of the Inner City.
- “The incorporation of  amenities and facilities within defined zones of  influence which 
answer to occupants’ needs”
According to Newman, intense activity zones which are no more than everyday functions performed by residents (for 
example, ‘washer-dryer facilities’); retail (for example, shop staff or car wash) or even light industry (for example, small 
domestic size mechanics) serve to increase further the sense of territorialism because everyday activities promote a 
natural recognition over time of who belongs to the space and who does not making it difficult for intruders with a 
criminal intent to perform under perceived acquired surveillance. Newman illustrates by saying that “the presence 
of residents involved in various activities, individual or communal, brings these areas under casual surveillance.” 
(Newman 1972:71)
2.  ‘NATURAL SURVEILLANCE’
- Surveillance and territoriality
Surveillance by itself will not prevent crime from taking place. It will, however, serve to empower those using the 
space. As mentioned throughout the description of territorialism, the perception of ownership leads to authority. So, 
only then will natural surveillance be effective. If the perception of ownership is not present, users will not react and 
respond according to any suspicious activity. Newman illustrates by stating that “the ability to observe criminal activity 
will not, in and of itself, impel the observer to respond with assistance to the person or property being victimized.” 
(Newman 1972:78)
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In order for surveillance to be effective, a number of conditions need to be present. Newman lists them as follows:
• 1) the observer needs to have a ‘developed sense’ of his rights as well as being able to exert such rights by 
defending what is considered his property; 
• 2) the observer needs to be able to identify that such activity is “occurring in an  area within the sphere of [his] 
influence” (Newman 1972: 79); 
• 3) the observer needs to be able to identify the “observed behaviour as being abnormal… and therefore 
warranting response” (Newman 1972: 79); 
• 4) the observer has to be able to identify “with either the victim or the property being vandalised or stolen” 
(Newman 1972: 79); 
• 5) the observer needs to feel confident that his intervention will have a positive effect. Having said that, “it is 
important to reinforce the point that the effectiveness of increase of surveillance depends on whether the area 
under surveillance is identified by the observer as falling under his sphere of influence.” (Newman 1972: 79) 
Furthermore, Newman repeatedly suggests that this will be achieved by ‘territorial subdivision.’
According to Newman’s research, in order to promote natural surveillance, one should make use of well-lit areas, clear 
sight lines and so, avoid the use of sharp corners or blind spots which become ideal hiding spots.
- Surveillance from within by juxtaposition of  activity areas
Newman suggests that surveillance from within is easy to achieve by simply placing viewpoints directed to outside 
activity points such as paths, entries, play areas, seating areas, parking lots and so forth.
- Legibility of  project as a whole
By subdividing the territory, Newman suggests that the visual surveillance mechanism will be greatly improved as 
‘small comprehensible-at-a-glance enclaves’ become easily recognised and identified to the users giving a “focus, 
involvement, and commitment to the act of surveillance.” (Newman 1972: 100)
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Human beings are visually stimulated creatures and so it is natural to attach certain feelings towards the environment 
in which we live, work and play. Such feelings and perceptions need to be carefully understood in order to avoid a 
negative image of the building environment. Newman cleverly entitled his one chapter as The Capacity of Design to 
Influence the Perception of a Project’s Uniqueness, Isolation, and Stigma. The title alone expresses the need to be wary 
with how designers approach design resolution by making projects stand out through the combination of techniques 
which Newman simplified by categorising as follows: 
• Distinctiveness resulting from interruptions of the urban circulation pattern: This has proved to be not always 
effective seeing that vehicular circulation is positive as it is one of the ways to achieve natural surveillance. 
However, a site plan that reduces both the speed and flow of vehicular traffic his obviously the ideal specially 
when taking into consideration that crime is a reality and designers need to facilitate the access of patrolling;
• Distinctiveness of building heights, project size, material, and amenities: No built form goes by unnoticed, but as 
designers, we must carefully consider the choice of shapes, materials and functions, specially because in reality, 
material costs are the main drive force behing any project. Designers should be creative in projects which, by 
nature of the site, require ‘defensible space’ design techniques;
• Distinctiveness of interior finishes and furnishings: The way designers address the finishes of the built form 
prompt different reactions. When efforts are spent on addressing finishes, end-users tend to feel appreciated. 
Aesthetics do play a vital role in the maintenance of buildings for, vandalism will be reduced naturally as users will 
“take pride and might desire to keep up” (Newman 1972: 105);
• Design and life-style symbolization: Designers ought to be aware of the message that the design will promote, 
thereby dressing the built form with a pleasant, ‘expensive look’. As Newman illustrates, should the end-user 
perceive the built form as an institution, he will likely treat the built form as such. Schools and prisons are a good 
example of institutional built form which is hardly ever well-kept but rather vandalised and destroyed. To illustrate, 
Lee Rainwater is quoted, by Newman, saying: “The consequences for conceptions of the moral order of one’s 
world, of one’s self, and of others, are very great. Although lower class people may not adhere in action to many 
middle class values about neatness, cleanliness, order and proper decorum, it is apparent that they are often 
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1aware of their deviance, wishing that their world could be a nicer place, physically and socially. The presence of 
non-human threats conveys in devastating terms a sense that they live in an immoral and uncontrolled world. The 
physical evidence of trash, poor plumbing and the stink that goes with it, rats and other vermin, deepens their 
feeling of being moral outcasts;” (Newman 1972: 107 & 108)
• Urban locale: “If particular urban areas, streets, or paths are recognised as being safe, adjoining areas benefit 
from this safety in a real sense and also by association.” (Newman 1972: 108) What people perceive as being 
safe areas is, understandably, “heavily trafficked public streets and arteries combining both intense vehicular and 
pedestrian movement” (Newman 1972: 109), as well as highly active functional buildings ranging from retail, 
institutional buildings and offices (preferably government buildings);
a) Juxtaposition of residential areas with other “safer” functional facilities: commercial, institutional, industrial and 
entertainment: 
b) Juxtaposition with safe public streets: Research done by Newman shows that users tend to feel safer if thresholds, 
between public and private, are in direct line of sight if not directly onto a busy city street.
c) The dimensions of juxtaposed areas: Newman points out that the dimensions ratio of public areas are crucial for 
these to be ‘defensible’ and so rectangular, long and narrow public spaces are far more effective against a square 
public space for the rectangular has a higher level of exposure by activities taking place in the periphery as well as an 
easier access for vehicular patrol.
To conclude his study, Newman notes that although previous trends encouraged segregation of activities within 
a city, Johannesburg is a prime example of such ideals. As of recent, years, when such ideals were implemented, 
professionals realised the negative impact that such segregations brought up in dysfunctional cities. In order to 
correct this segregation, professionals must promote mixed-use environments. The question then is how to protect 
residents from strangers when so many functions appeal to such a wide range of different people, therefore avoiding 
segregation when the same segregation is to happen at some level in order to promote territorialism.
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Jan Gehl wrote his book, Life Between Buildings, in 1971, and only a decade later was it translated into English. The 
author himself describes his book as an intention to, “[express] a theme: a broad heading for a fascinating range of 
human activities in our cities, and for an area of never-ending research and investigation.” (Gehl 1980:9) Gehl’s book is 
a good reminder of the basic activities which are so often taken for granted, in our profession, when designing spaces 
for people who have different backgrounds and different needs. Gehl’s book assisted in gaining a renewed positive 
outlook on the use of street as a public domain while taking into account that public activities within a given space are 
forever evolving.
LESSONS LEARNT
By making use of a simple categories, Gehl exposes his work and research in a contagious and exciting manner.
OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES
How quality impacts our daily life interaction:
To begin with, Gehl explains that activities happening within the public domain, are those that take place in the streets 
and spaces ‘in between building’. These activities are to be categorised into three types “influenced by a number of 
conditions” (Gehl 1980:11) with the physical environment being one of the most palpable influencing factors. The 
three categories, as listed by Gehl, are as follows: 
1) Necessary activities: As the title suggests, these are ‘compulsory’ activities which require the walking 
through a space in order to reach a destination regarding domestic, professional or educational activities and duties;
LIFE BETWEEN BUILDINGS
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2) Optional activities: These are further sub divided into two, because different levels of appeal, opportunities 
and quality of activities:
• Activities which occur “only under favourable exterior conditions”: These are the activities which users choose 
to engage in and “if time and place make it possible.” (Gehl 1980:11) These are recreational activities which 
range from taking leisurely walks, to playing in a park, visiting a friend/acquaintance to sit by a small shop in 
conversation with shop attendants. Such activities obviously take place only if, and when weather allows.
• Activities which occur when there is “quality of outdoor space” (Gehl 1980:13): As Gehl indicates, if “outdoor 
areas are of poor quality, only strictly necessary activities occur… and people hurry home.” (Gehl 1980:13) On 
the other hand, if “outdoor areas are of high quality, necessary activities take place with approximately the same 
frequency – though they clearly tend to take a longer time” (Gehl 1980: 13) as better quality encourages users to 
linger within the public space. 
3) Social activities: As classification attests, these are activities in which many or at least two need to be 
involved. A community of such is, where children play while adults supervise and interact. This allows people to 
see and be seen, to hear and be heard. At this point, it is important to mention that this level of activity promotes 
Newman’s theory of ‘defensible space.’ Gehl further elaborates the category by noting that in order for social activities 
to take place, both the necessary and optional activities need to be at their best, for social activities will occur only 
if people are comfortable within a space while attending between activities. Furthermore, social activities will occur 
within environments of familiarity, or “because people ‘know’ each other, if for no other reason than that they often 
see one another.” (Gehl 1980:15)
Although the ‘physical planning’ alone will not promote nor will it guarantee such activities ought to take place, it will, 
certainly enhance or discourage the opportunity for such activities by designing spaces which “become important as 
background and starting point for… forms of contact.” (Gehl 1980:15)
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STREETS FOR PEOPLE
• Need for contact
A basis for the theories and characteristics of ‘life between buildings’ is the acceptance that the human being is a 
creature that does not live entirely on his own and therefore, there is an instinctive need for contact with others. 
Furthermore, this contact happens more comfortably and frequently among people who share some common aspects, 
be they family, interests, and so on. As per Gehl’s study, these aspects contribute to a different level of intensity. The 
level of intensity experienced at street level falls under the low levels of intensity which Gehl depicts as being the 
Chance Contact and Passive Contact or the ‘see-and-hear’ form of contact.
What these forms of contact illustrate are opportunities which Gehl lists as:
• Modest or superficial level of contact;
• A starting point for other levels of contact;
• A possibility to deepen an established initial contact; and
• Means to outsource information about what is going on outside the immediate surrounding.
• Means to inspire and stimulate community involved.
“If activity between buildings is missing, the lower end of [Gehl’s] contact scale… disappears” (Gehl 1980:19) and, with 
it, the means to promote or maintain the practice of ‘defensible space’. 
• Need for stimulation – ‘People come where people are’ (Scandinavian proverb)
According to Gehl, with the segregation of zones within city-planning and the dependence on the individual vehicle 
has brought about a sense of lifeless city-living where people are not interacting but in dire need for stimulation. Gehl 
believes that the interaction between people is stimulating as it “offers a wealth of sensual variations” (Gehl 1980:23), 
while experiencing buildings and inanimate objects does not, for the simple fact that the act of people moving through 
a space is never the same. Moreover, should buildings be planned sensibly, there is no need for architectural dramatic 
and bold designs in order to create an interesting space, for people are more interested in what is happening in 
between the buildings than the buildings themselves with the “coloured concrete and staggered building form.” (Gehl 
1980:24)
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- Activity and play habits
Having put that principle forward, Gehl explains that activities are the attraction force behind the success of a space 
for “people are attracted to other people” (Gehl 1980:25). This concept then brings up the notion that in order to have 
people using a space, people need to be present. Therefore, in order to ‘force’ people into a desired space, such space 
has to provide some form of necessary activity. The more necessary the activities, the more frequently will people 
gather around them. So the space will come under the influence of territorialism and therefore the space is defensible 
by means of natural surveillance. Gehl illustrates this with the following example: “If given a choice between walking 
on a deserted or lively street, most people in most situations will choose the lively street.” (Gehl 1980:27) Research 
done by Gehl show that even children will normally play in areas where they feel safe. These areas are usually under 
adult supervision (natural surveillance). So children tend to play in the street, in between buildings such as residential 
and commercial buildings, where people linger and as a result the opportunities for activities are effectively higher.
- Activity and seating preference
It is common and good practice to provide benches in public spaces. What is curious, as Gehl points out, is that the 
benches which promote “a good view of surrounding activities are used more than benches with less or no view 
of others.” (Gehl 1980:29) Furthermore, the natural phenomenon of sidewalk cafés illustrates this emphatically. 
European cities have a great sense of appeal because people can walk anywhere and feel safe in areas where buildings 
are as if hidden behind the sidewalk cafés. For whether people wish to walk about or sit down and chat, they ‘know’ 
that there is someone watching and, should any unfortunate hazard take place, the observers will witness and, is 
hoped, take action.
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SPATIAL STRUCTURE
- Quality of  Outdoor Activities
Taking into consideration that this thesis is to be applied to the Inner City of Johannesburg, it is inevitable that one 
has to study the potentials and deterrents of high density, high-rise apartment living patterns and the quality of 
spaces inherent to such conditions. Gehl’s work talks about such conditions and although these were observed nearly 
four decades ago, they still apply today in the City of Johannesburg. These are conditions of the one extreme which 
Gehl describes as being the type of city where “one sees buildings and cars, but few people” (Gehl 1980: 33), an 
environment where vehicular traffic is predominant thereby frightening pedestrian movement through the streets, 
as well as the long distances between areas of potential recreation. This forces residents to stay indoors within their 
private space usually in front of the television or observing people from windows and balconies.
Various studies have been performed worldwide to analyse the connection between quality of outdoor activities 
and vehicular movement. One of these was done in San Francisco and the graphic mapping comparing the flow of 
vehicular and pedestrian movement between opposing buildings of a street, clearly illustrates that opportunities for 
encounters and subsequent stimulation are considerably much higher when vehicular movement is restricted.
Gehl, like many other observers, confirm that although the presence of the car is undeniably an essential and 
irreversible reality of the city, its presence also poses a great threat to the quality of outdoor life especially within the 
higher density, multi-story apartment-style areas. The flows must be controlled and restricted within certain areas so 
that people can reclaim the streets as their territory, thereby taking ownership of neighbourhoods and protecting their 
space and what goes on and around, ultimately resulting in a ‘defensible space’.
 “How many, how long, and which activity” (Gehl 1980: 39)
Gehl illustrates that it has been frequently proved that the quantity, duration and quality or variety of activities which 
take place within portions of the city, intensify the use of the space and increase the ‘life between buildings’ as “it is 
possible to influence how many people and events use the public spaces, how long the individual activities last, and 
which activity-type can develop.” (Gehl 1980: 39) So, the closer the activities, the higher the agglomeration of people, 
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be they young or old. The more people come together, the more varied opportunities for activities. 
The quality of outdoor activities determines the success of the use of the spaces between buildings viz., street life. 
Consequently, professionals such as designers and developers ought to pay more attention to what their buildings 
do to the social environment surrounding the buildings, for buildings are part of a whole, part of a community of 
buildings, and never a stand-alone.
CONCLUSION
Thanks to the research over these topics reported above as well as a side research on ‘light and architecture’, the 
following conclusion was eminent: the common aspect required in order to achieve a ‘defensible space’ within a 
public and even private realm is clear visibility. Therefore a public building ought to be associated with transparency so 
natural surveillance can take place. This transparency is to be achieved through a variation of translucent and opaque 
obstacles, at various heights. This ought to ensure that in the day time, natural day light illuminates the inside of the 
building which allows for external visibility of the functions taking place on the inside. While at night time, the artificial 
light used to illuminate the functions within the building contribute to the visibility of what is again happening on the 
inside. Both day and night time transparencies are similar in basic functions, yet they acquired distinct appearances 
which make public buildings and surrounding areas morph within the 24-hour cycle. This quality is more often than 
not a great appeal for the desired public occupancy in order to make public spaces and places deemed safe.
The answer or design concept for this study is therefore “VISIBILITY THROUGH TRANSPARENCY AND LIGHT”.
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IN THIS CHAPTER, THE SITE IS ANALYZED AND SHOWN TO THE READER. SOME OF THE 
ANALYSIS MAY APPEAR REPEATED, BUT IN SOME CASES/TOPICS, IT WAS NECESSARY TO DO 
SO IN ORDER TO UNDERSTAND AND DEMONSTRATE THE OUTCOMES ON DIFFERENT SCALES 
AND/OR THROUGH DIFFERENT MEDIUMS.
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5NEW DOORNFONTEIN PRECINCT IN THE INNER CITY
(MANUFACTURING DISTRICT)
MAP OF GREATER JOHANNESBURG, 
HIGHLIGHTING JOHANNESBURG PROPER
REGIONAL MAP OF JOHANNESBURG 
HIGHLIGHTING REGION F
According to official documentation, the Regional Spatial Development Framework (RSDF) produced for 2008-2009, 
Region F was established in 2006 and currently covers 240,2 square kilometers of central Johannesburg land. It 
comprises mainly of “Johannesburg’s Inner City and its lower density, predominantly residential areas to the east of 
the City Centre” (RSDF 2008/9 Region F, page 10) and according to 2005 mid-year estimates, its population was “485 
292... of which 198 143 live in the Inner City.”  (RSDF 2008/9 Region F, page 10). However, in the RSDF, it is clarified 
that this number are not accurate owing to the great number of seasonal and temporary migrants who flock to the 
city and are difficult to account for.
The inner city or CBD (Central Business District) is naturally “the most significant economic node in the region... [and 
it] predominantly functions as a regional employment and shopping node for all residents of Gauteng, South Africa 
and other African countries” (RSDF 2008/9 Region F, page 11) As a result, it is stated in the RSDF 2008/9 that the 
inner city is estimated to host between 7.000 to 10.000 informal traders.
The RSDF 2008/9, has identified the following as the Key Spatial Issues regarding the inner city:
“• Continuation of the Inner City revitalisation and regeneration efforts to create an environment
conducive to investors, tourists and businesses and to increase economic opportunities;
• Providing affordable accommodation, upgrading of buildings, hostels and informal
settlements to continue to absorb the poorer section of the population is needed to address
the marginalised and to enhance the quality of living of the poor;
• Urban management - curbing the high crime rate; law-enforcement, poverty and congestion
are issues requiring urgent attention;
• The increased growth of economic activity combined with the increase of medium and high density
residential developments in the region, is placing increased pressure on infrastructure
services and social facilities in the region despite the existing high level of services.” (RSDF 2008/9 Region F, page 16)
In terms of Development Objectives, in accordance with the RSDF 2008/9, it is intended that the manufacturing 
precinct sees the pedestrian routes as safe and friendly to commuters accessing the transport nodes such as the taxi 
ranks and railway station as well as for the general area so residents and workers have a better street environment. 
This has been identified as a potential “new gateway into the central city area.“ (RSDF 2008/9 Region F, page 110).
DATABASE INFORMATION:
POPULATION: 
 2419
GENDER COMPOSITION (Census 2001):
 57% MALE vs. 43% FEMALE
“LAND USE COMPOSITION: Shops, Offices, Retail, some of the 
industrial buildings that have declined are being used and converted 
for residential.
The property is primarily owned by the private sector, although 
there is a large hostel accommodation that is owned by the 
Department of Housing and a taxi rank owned by the City.”
(RSDF 2008/9 Region F, page 102)
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the NEW DOORNFONTEIN PRECINCT
The highlighted block demarcates the NEW DOORNFONTEIN PRECINCT, created by two of the inner city developers, 
AFHCO and AMDEC. Together, they are making significant investments towards the renewal and redevelopment of this 
precinct. Several buildings have been purchased and have been remodelled or are currently undergoing remodelling 
into a shopping centre but mostly into affordable housing with 24-hour surveillance, technology and personnel.
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The SITE, END street, marks the edge of inner city;
The rigidity of the inner city ‘block’ and the triangulation of the suburbs on the east of the inner city ‘block’;
Zoning around the NEW DOORNFONTEIN PRECINCT;
the NEW DOORNFONTEIN PRECINCT is located at the south-east edge of the inner city, south of the railway line, 3 
blocks north of COMMISSIONER; 
the NEW DOORNFONTEIN PRECINCT 
 + suburbs of region F 
  + zoning adjacent to precinct
Top: the suburbs (in colour) and the 
districts are highlighted. 
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the NEW DOORNFONTEIN PRECINCT
 + main east west corridors
   + M1 & M2 highways
The SITE, is at the eastern end of BREE Street, one of the main east-west corridors; 
the even spacing between the east-west corridors, south of the railway;
Top: the impact BREE & JEPPE have on 
the chosen site, as well as the subsequent 
pedestrian flow are highlighted. 
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The SITE is at the eastern edge of the north south corridors;
The north-south corridors are fewer, farther apart but wider than those of the east-west corridors;
the NEW DOORNFONTEIN PRECINCT 
 + north south corridors 
  + east (BREE street) and west (JEPPE street) access routes to the SITE
Top: the BREE kink and major north south 
streets are highlighted. 
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the NEW DOORNFONTEIN PRECINCT
 + main access (north south, east west routes) 
   + walking distances (250m/500m/750m/1km/2km/3km)
    + green spaces
The inner city has a clear rigid circulation grid, while immediately to the east of the SITE, the grid changes.
Top: the grid change and the clear 
triangulation of the site are highlighted.
Bottom: the green parks, the tree 
positioning and the current pedestrian 
circulation around the site are highlighted.
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The SITE is well serviced in terms of public transports as shown, within a 1km radius. The SITE has:
BRT route within; 2 taxi ranks; Doornfontein railway station; access to on-and-off ramps  off the M2...
the NEW DOORNFONTEIN PRECINCT 
 +  public transport routes (brt in yellow + taxi in red + railway in dark blue)
  + M1 + M2 highway (light blue)
   + green areas 
Top: the public transport network 
and walking distances from site are 
highlighted. (Yellow= BRT routes; Marron 
= taxi routes)
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The similarity in terms of positioning of redevelopment precincts along BREE Street acting as ‘GATEWAYS’ in and out 
of the inner city. Coincidently, an important circulation axis along the centre of the city.
the NEW DOORNFONTEIN PRECINCT & the CULTURAL PRECINCT (NEWTOWN)
 + existing & new precinct (GATEWAYS) on both ends of BREE Street
   + closest highway on and off ramps to precincts
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Red highlights the ideal height for recreation centre, 
as the current section shows a void| this void, as the 
end of  a major vehicular thoroughfare, should be a 
representation of its urbanist significance.
The section highlights the potential link to the 5 levels of 
underground parking which belong to the 120 End Street 
building.
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SNAP SHOTS DRIVING DOWN BREE STREET APPROACHING SITE AT END STREET
Bree Street is a west-east flow. As a street which crosses the CBD of Johannesburg, Bree Street cuts through a maize 
of the high-rise buildings. As one drives down Bree Street through this maize of high-rise, it is impossible not to notice 
that such a busy street comes to an abrupt, and unnoticed end. A street with such an important historic significance 
deserves appropriate attention.
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VIEW OF END STREET DUE NORTH TOWARDS END STREET PARK VIEW OF DAVIES STREET DUE NORTH TOWARDS RAILWAY STATION
VIEW OF SOUTH WEST CORNER OF ROCKEY & DAVIES CROSSINGVIEW OF END STREET DUE SOUTH AWAY FROM END STREET PARK
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7THE SCHOOL +  POTENTIAL SCHOOL EXTENSION
open lot
school 
extensions
existing 
school
VIEW OF THE CURRENT SCHOOL FROM END STREET PARK
VIEW OF THE CURRENT SCHOOL FROM 
TOP OF KAHN’S CORNER
VIEW OF BUILDING ADJACENT TO EXISTING 
SCHOOL FROM KAHN’S CORNER ROOF TOP
SCHOOL SIGNAGE ABOVE ENTRANCE 
DOOR ON END STREET
VIEW OF OPEN PLOT 
NEXT TO SCHOOL 
DUE NORTH
CLOSE UP OF 
SCHOOL’S WEST 
FACADE  
GOOGLE IMAGE WITH NEW DOORNFONTEIN, 
THE PARK & SITE HIGHLIGHTED
As per information gathered as an 
employee of AFHCO, the New Model 
School is currently renting the 4 storey 
building from property owners, AFHCO, 
and has been negotiating the potential 
expansion of its premises into the 
adjacent building along Rockey Street.
VIEW DOWN DAVIES STREET AND THE PRO-
POSED BUILDINGS WHICH ARE MEANT TO 
BECOME PART OF THE SCHOOL
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THE PARK
The SITE is adjacent to this interesting vibrant park which JDA has recently upgraded. The surveillance is obvious as 
AFHCO management oversees the smooth functioning and safety of the End Street Park. Though the design of the 
space is to be questioned regarding proper flow of pedestrians, the park has been a success as it provides a safe small 
open space and pause-area for transients.
pic 068. 01 pic 068. 02
pic 068. 03 pic 068. 04
pic 068. 06
pic 068. 07pic 068. 05
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HERITAGE BUILDING
Two distinct heritage buildings. The one a small corner shed with some architectural detailing well worth preserving 
and reinstating (pic 087.01 to 087.03) The other, a Cape Dutch feel, badly kept, partly burnt down and thus, with no 
roof. (pic 087.04 to 087.06)
pic 069. 01
pic 069. 02 pic 069. 03
pic 069. 04
pic 069. 05
pic 069. 06 pic 069. 07
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THE FORGOTTEN DIRT
The SITE is surrounded by spaces which show clear abandonment. Hijacked buildings, illegally occupied allow piles of rubbish to spill into the streets 
(pic 096.05) Spaces where rubbish accumulates are a sign of spaces which belong to nobody.
pic 070. 01
pic 070. 02
pic 070. 03
pic 070. 05
pic 070. 04 pic 070. 06 pic 070. 07
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VIEW FROM ROOF TOPS
The rusty rooftops indicate the low maintenance of the buildings on SITE to which they are still subjected to. The car rooftop seems to be used as 
weights so the roof sheeting does not get displaced. The little existing open space on SITE is occupied by rubbish which helps the area to be seen as 
abandoned.
pic 071. 01
pic 071. 02
pic 071. 03
pic 071. 05
pic 071. 04 pic 071. 06
pic 071. 07
pic 071. 08
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AFTER THIS ANALYSIS OF THE SITE AND ITS SURROUNDINGS, SOME INTERESTS WERE 
CLARIFIED AND OTHER WERE AWAKED. THE MORE ONE LOOKS AT THE SITE, THE MORE IT IS 
OBVIOUS THAT THE LOCATION IS IDEAL. FROM ITS HISTORICAL LAYOUT TO THE CURRENT 
POINTS OF CONNECTION THOUGH THE WAY PEOPLE MOVE THROUGH THE SPACES ‘IN 
BETWEEN’, THIS SITE IS FASCINATING TO SOME. 
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THE PROGRAMME CHAPTER, SERVES AS A MEANS T EXPLAIN TO THE READER ‘WHAT IS WHAT’, 
HOW IT IS TO WORK, AND WHY IT WILL SUCCEEDED.
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PROGRAMME
SITE RESPONSIVE GUIDELINES:
• RESPONSE TO THE EXPONENTIAL INCREASE OF RESIDENTIAL UNITS WITHIN THE CBD | As mentioned in 
the document, the CBD is currently being redeveloped and so the housing market is getting somewhat flooded 
with recently renovated units in former residential or office high-rise buildings. Though a ‘legal’ and monitored 
process, this trend is putting great pressure on the current infrastructure which lacks recreational spaces for the 
CBD dweller.
• AN EXTENSION OF THE PARK | As the mapping exercise demonstrates, the End Street green park strip is 
demarcated by Hadfield due North, Nugget Street due West, End Street due East and Bree Street due South. 
Though recently renovated, the park is not being used to its full potential. More activities can and, in fact, ought 
to capitalise on this vital urban commodity. Seeing that the JDA has invested money in this area, a complex such 
as a recreation centre would contribute to and feed into the existing park. In order to do that, an extension is 
proposed. This is to give continuation to the park; so the park becomes more than just a space for circulation but 
a space to rest, entertain and be entertained. It is to be a continuous space that leads to a fun, functional, safe 
and community-based activity centre.
• FACILITATE THE PEDESTRIAN CORRIDOR OVER ROCKEY STREET | Rockey Street is the continuation of 
Bree Street. Bree Street is an historic street which is, to this day, an extremely important and, therefore, busy 
thoroughfare with plenty of shops along the way. It also serves as an access to a few public transport nodes 
such as the MTN Taxi Rank, the Johannesburg Station. Bree Street becomes Rockey Street, which in turn 
provides access to the Doornfontein Station and, eventually, becomes the access to, the ever so busy, Joe Slovo 
Drive and Sivewright Avenue M2’s on and off ramps . This translates into heavy vehicular flow through the site 
and a current somewhat dangerous crossing of End and Rockey Street. Moreover, the vehicular flow and the 
increasing number of pedestrians  make the Davies and Rockey Streets crossing potentially dangerous. This 
proposal encourages a slight change in the traffic engineering of the roads as they are to be pedestrian friendly. 
The design proposal further encourages the slowing of traffic and subsequently an increase in  visual safety both 
for pedestrians and motorists. This is to be demonstrated in the Design chapter.
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Above (top): View of 120 End Street tower 
from Davies Street.
Above (bottom): Mapping done of site 
and its surrounding pedestrian movement; 
Nugget Street parks; greenery (individual 
trees); and triangulation by End Street, 
Rockey Street and Joe Slovo Drive.
Right: Map of main streets and transport 
nodes around site and along Bree Street.
Images: Author’s own
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• PROMOTE 24-HOUR SAFE ACTIVITY HUB ENCOURAGING PERPETUAL PASSIVE SURVEILLANCE | As 
a busy but dark ‘nightspot’ in town, this site is ideal for transformation and redevelopment, as there is a 
natural attraction to this area not only during the day but also at night-time. The increase in residential 
accommodation is to further increase the number of users of this space.  The more the space is used, within a 
24-hour cycle, the higher the frequency of habitual users. This, in turn, results in a higher sense of ownership 
and, therefore, the higher the level of natural surveillance promoting a sense of safety.
• PROMOTE A CONNECTION BETWEEN THE OLD AND THE NEW | The site is situated in a spot which 
represents one of the defining characteristics of Johannesburg. Lebo Mashego suggested over one of the 
interviews, that “Johannesburg is a city of contested space”. The site is situated on an edge of one of the 
historical points of Johannesburg’s origins. For this reason, it holds a strong connection with the past. +  It 
is situated on the edge of the manufacturing district which, to an extent, symbolises the rise and fall of the 
economy of the city.  This highlights the strong connection to its most recent past. + It is situated on the 
boundary between the inner city residential and manufacturing districts, which testifies to the segregated city 
planning  practices of those times. + It is situated at the edge of the few remaining parks of the city alluding 
to a space envisioned for social/recreational gathering. In conclusion, this is a space which represents many 
boundaries, many edges, much history and therefore movement and,most importantly, a sense of play.
DISTRICT LEGEND:
INNER CITY
EDUCATION
SPORTS
MANUFACTURING
FASHION
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Image: Author’s own
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• LINK EXISTING AND PROPOSED ACTIVITIES | As mentioned above, the site is situated on the edge of the 
inner city residential district and the manufacturing district. Both these districts bear witness to the severe 
degradation through which Johannesburg has been in the last two decades. The city is, undergoing major 
renovations and upgrades to better accommodate the current demands. This site is no exception.  Therefore, 
this thesis end product aims to aid in this renewal process of the city. It does so by providing a new space which 
bridges both the current situation of its surroundings and the proposed developments which are currently being 
attended to as well as those in the ‘pipe line’ for the near future which will see this area rejuvenate itself thanks 
to all the student housing, standard housing, shopping and pedestrian flow owing to the reopened railway 
station.
• CELEBRATE THE EDGE OF THE CITY RIGID GRID | One of the most striking physical characteristics of the 
new cities is the clear rigid square grid. Johannesburg is no exception. In fact it is a prime example of such town 
planning. As illustrated in the mapping exercises, the site falls on the edge of historical Johannesburg’s inner city, 
linear, tight and rigid grid. Although larger, it is still rigid grid meant to bridge the triangular gap between the 
various districts, each with its distinct linear grid. The odd triangular shape of the this forgotten, left over portion 
of the city is to be represented and celebrated in the design of the building complex.
Top Left: Overlay of mapping, 
done by hand,  analyzing the 
site’s surroundings regarding 
greenery; urban planning grids; 
urban scars such as railway line; 
various districts.
Bottom Left: Extractions of 
mapping above, namely the 
urban grids; parks; urban scars.
Images (left): Author’s own
Right: GoogleEarth image 
demarcating Doornfontein’s 
Precinct and highlighting key 
icons of Johannesburg city as 
well as Bree, Jeppe and End 
streets.
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Main functions within 
• Multi Purpose Sports Hall
• Boxing / Wrestling / Gym Studio 
• Dance Studio
• Youth Club
• Events Hall
• Small Exhibition Space
• Catering/ Food market/court
• Small Retail
• Multi use roof garden
This building is a recreation centre, composed of 3 main blocks. The blocks 
have been identified as follows and described later: 
1. Educational Block (E – Orange Block)
2. Sports & Rec Hall Block (S H– Red Block)
3. Sports & Clinic Block  (S C - Yellow Block)
This building complex is to incorporate both new and existing structures, two 
of which have been categorised as being Heritage, and 3 empty stands. The 
Heritage structures are to be respected as such and are to be restored where 
possible. Design is to enhance such structures by extensions which will clearly 
define the difference between the old and the new.
As a natural gateway to the CBD, this site is an ideal destination point as it has 
various points and means of access thereby making it possible to host various 
functions for various user groups.
There are 4 main user groups:
- the existing school in need of space and further educational facilities
- the hundreds of residents moving in to the new housing 
developments
- the existing manufacturing district staff
- daily commuters who make use of Doornfontein Railway Station.
The building complex is further intended to serve the local community as well 
as the youth of the nearby communities. 
A combination of use strategies and defensible design principles are to be 
employed in order to achieve a safe environment throughout the daily life 
cycle within and outside the building complex boundaries.
PROGRAMME
RATIONALE
ABOVE: Key Plan
Block E
Block SH
Block SC
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THE EDUCATIONAL BLOCK:
-  Existing school on premises |The New Age School, Grade 0-12, is 
run in the rented four storey building (AFHCO property), the Ends 
Park and currently looking into expanding rent onto the adjacent 
three storey building along Rockey Street (also AFHCO Property). 
This is where the common facilities, such as, meeting rooms and 
canteen, are to be housed. 
-  As part of this Recreation Centre scheme, it would further extend 
onto a 3rd building, North-East of the original school. This is where 
facilities, such as that of training are to be located. This is where 
the older youth interact with the adult professional artisans and 
businessmen so to have the skills transferred to the new local 
youth and/or as an adult skills development programme.
-  The street fronts of the two Rockey Street buildings, are to be 
‘pushed’ back to create a promenade interaction with the new 
pedestrian flow through the site.
-  An Internal gallery is to be built as a day pedestrian link between 
the End Street Park and the new Recreation Centre public square.
THE SPORTS & REC HALL BLOCK
-  A new building which is to be positioned in such a way that it 
becomes the focal point of the precinct. Some buildings are to 
be demolished. Demolitions were carefully considered and great 
effort was made to incorporate as many existing structures as 
possible, though this proved to be difficult and a potential hazard 
to the success of the design.
The lessons learnt in the Design Principle chapter, from Christopher 
Alexander, are to be applied throughout the design of this new structure. 
These same principles were of great help in the decision-making regarding 
the use of the space and where to keep or demolish existing structures.
The new structure is to demonstrate the following key aspects:
- a comfortable height relationship with the pedestrian/user;
-  allow for visual interaction between the those inside and outside 
the building at the various levels and respective functions;
-  the building is to be interactive at a ground level at various points 
allowing pedestrians to make use of various functions though not 
necessarily enter the building as such (soft edge);
-  the complex is to have few (maximum two or three) secure public 
entry points at ground level with other private secure entry points 
for staff and members.
BUILDING BLOCKS:
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THE SPORTS & CLINIC BLOCK:
This block is meant to make the most out of the existing structures.
-  The heritage building is to be transformed into two a small dance-
studio within the main body of the structure which had burnt 
down in the past. It has, over the years, been left with no roof, 
while the entrance to the building holds the heritage value, thanks 
to its somewhat preserved ornamented Cape Dutch style gable 
walls. Here a double storey/mezzanine coffee shop is to be fitted.
-  The warehouse building is to be refurbished into a spacious gym 
facility which incorporates space for boxing, martial arts and 
weight training on the lower/ground level and at the upper level, 
space for lighter exercise, gym type activities to take place as well 
as provide a viewing platform over the boxing and martial art rings.
-  The three storey structure is to be refurbished into a small, First 
Aid type clinic which is to serve the sports centre on the lower 
level. On the upper level, a health centre is to serve the youth with 
social worker, psychologist and family clinic services.
_  The current open plot is to be fitted with resting areas as part of 
the landscaping project which intends to make this, a ‘Zen-like’ 
garden space around an outdoor basketball court with a small 
stand, all of which are to have full visual connection with Davies 
Street.
THE BRIDGE:
This is an important design element as it is intended to serve as an aerial 
link between:
-  the new 120 End Str Shopping Centre, on the far North of the site, 
at the base 120 End Street, considered to be the biggest office 
building conversion into a housing project within the Southern 
hemisphere;
- the Education Block;
-  the Sports hall Block as well as the offices and Youth Club found 
within it;
- and the Sports and Clinic Block.
The Bridge is to be a source of:
-  safe access for the school pupils of New Age School, as the 
Recreational Centre is intended to serve, in the first place, the 
school and its pupils;
- light at night time over the new park
- accentuate the notion of connectivity;
-  access to parking (found within the 5 Basement levels of 120 End 
St building).
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Classifications Population Classifications Population
WC Urinal WHB Sh WC WHB Sh M F WC Urinal WHB Sh WC WHB Sh
A1 m 31 44 36 38 30 800 400 400 9 16 12 20 12
600 sport (1/2 SCHOOL) 9 11 10 18 16 11 18 1500 750 750 16 25 19 26 18
1500 visitor 4 15 5 20 8 1000 500 500 11 19 14 14 21 13 13
30 staff 1 2 2 3 2 2400 1200 1200 3 12 4 16 7
A3 420 1/4 OF SCHOOL 6 9 8 15 11 50 25 25 1 2 2 3 2
C1 1300 17 18 17 35 17 280 187 93 5 11 8 8 9 5 5
150 100 50 1 2 1 2 1
A2 (Dojo) 40 30 10 1 2 2 2 1
A2 (box) c 170 85 85 4 5 5 5 9 5 6
200 100 100 1 2 1 3 2
TOTAL 68 99 78 127 79 10 5 5 1 1 1 2 1
150 38 113 3 3 3 3 10 5 6
half A1 15.5 22 18 19 15 0 0 0
THIRD A1 10 15 12 13 10 10 5 5 1 1 1 2 1
450 300 150 6 8 7 13 10 5 7
TOTAL A2 14 28 17 18 39 21 18 350 233 117 2 4 2 3 2
half A2 7 14 9 9 20 11 9 50 38 13 1 2 2 3 2
third A3 5 5 A3 100 50 50 3 5 4 7 4
C1 30 15 15 1 1 1 2 1
A3 + C1 130 65 65 3 6 5 9 5
A2 - BOXING
A2-DOJO
A2-DANCE
A2 (BOX + 
DOJO)
A1
FEMALE
A2-MAIN
MALE FEMALE
A2
MALEPROPORTION
Classifications Population Classifications Population
WC Urinal WHB Sh WC WHB Sh M F WC Urinal WHB Sh WC WHB Sh
A1 m 31 44 36 38 30 800 400 400 9 16 12 20 12
600 sport (1/2 SCHOOL) 9 11 10 18 16 11 18 1500 750 750 16 25 19 26 18
1500 visitor 4 15 5 20 8 1000 500 500 11 19 14 14 21 13 13
30 staff 1 2 2 3 2 2400 1200 1200 3 12 4 16 7
A3 420 1/4 OF SCHOOL 6 9 8 15 11 50 25 25 1 2 2 3 2
C1 1300 17 18 17 35 17 280 187 93 5 11 8 8 9 5 5
150 100 50 1 2 1 2 1
A2 (Dojo) 40 30 10 1 2 2 2 1
A2 (box) c 170 85 85 4 5 5 5 9 5 6
200 100 100 1 2 1 3 2
TOTAL 68 99 78 127 79 10 5 5 1 1 1 2 1
150 38 113 3 3 3 3 10 5 6
half A1 15.5 22 18 19 15 0 0 0
THIRD A1 10 15 12 13 10 10 5 5 1 1 1 2 1
450 300 150 6 8 7 13 10 5 7
TOTAL A2 14 28 17 18 39 21 18 350 233 117 2 4 2 3 2
half A2 7 14 9 9 20 11 9 50 38 13 1 2 2 3 2
third A3 5 5 A3 100 50 50 3 5 4 7 4
C1 30 15 15 1 1 1 2 1
A3 + C1 130 65 65 3 6 5 9 5
A2 - BOXING
A2-DOJO
A2-DANCE
A2 (BOX + 
DOJO)
A1
FEMALE
A2-MAIN
MALE FEMALE
A2
MALEPROPORTION
Classifications Population Classifications Population
WC Urinal WHB Sh WC WHB Sh M F WC Urinal WHB Sh WC WHB Sh
A1 m 31 44 36 38 30 800 400 400 9 16 12 20 12
600 sport (1/2 SCHOOL) 9 11 10 18 16 11 18 1500 750 750 16 25 19 26 18
1500 visitor 4 15 5 20 8 1000 500 500 11 19 14 14 21 13 13
30 staff 1 2 2 3 2 2400 1200 1200 3 12 4 16 7
A3 420 1/4 OF SCHOOL 6 9 8 15 11 50 25 25 1 2 2 3 2
C1 1300 17 18 17 35 17 280 187 93 5 11 8 8 9 5 5
150 1 50 1 2 1 2 1
A2 (Dojo) 3 1 1 2 2 2 1
A2 (box) c 170 85 85 4 5 5 5 9 5 6
0 00 100 1 2 1 3 2
TOTAL 68 99 78 127 79 10 5 5 1
150 38 113 3 3 3 3 10 5 6
half A1 15.5 22 18 19 15 0 0 0
THIRD A1 10 15 12 13 10 10 5 5 1 2 1
450 300 150 6 8 7 13 10 5 7
TOTAL A2 14 28 17 18 39 21 18 3 233 7 2 4 2 3 2
lf 2 7 14 9 9 20 1 9 50 38 13 1 2 2 3 2
third A3 5 5 A3 100 50 50 3 5 4 7 4
C1 30 15 15 1 1 1 2 1
A3 + C1 130 65 65 3 6 5 9 5
A2 - BOXING
A2-DOJO
A2-DANCE
A2 (BOX + 
DOJO)
A1
FEMALE
A2-MAIN
MALE FEMALE
A2
MALEPROPORTION
BUILDING BLOCKS:
SANITARY SCHEDULE for various function classifications within sports 
complex based on Section P, Tables 4 - Provision of Sanitary Fixtures, of 
the SABS 0400-1987.
Seeing that the main functions of this multipurpose recreation centre is sports, detailed 
information regarding basic design principles of sports facilities were researched in design 
manuals such as Neufret’s Architects’ Data as well as Adler’s Metric Handbook.
Above: An example of a CLINIC’s basic design 
planning diagram (After NEUFERT 2008: 541)
Left: BAKERY’s basic design planning diagram (After 
NEUFERT 2008: 369)
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CASE STUDIES
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THIS CHAPTER IS DEDICATED TO SHOWCASE INDIVIDUALLY THE CASE STUDIES WHICH WERE 
USED FOR INSPIRATIONS, TO LEARN LESSONS FROM AND BE APPLIED IN THE DESIGN OF THE 
BUILDING PROPOSED AT A LATER STAGE. SOME OF THESE HAVE BEEN OR STILL WILL BE 
REFERRED TO A LATER STAGE.
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Broadgate is found in London City, in Bishopsgate, built in the late eighties, and is profiled in Wikipedia as being 
“a large, 13 acres office and retail estate… [its] original developer was Rosehaugh… [and] built by a Bovis / Tarmac 
Construction joint venture” (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Broadgate). Furthermore, Broadgate is a £125,000,000 
development comprising of 14 phases. Four of which face the piazza, which as Rudi.net notes, is the portion which 
people associate as the core of the project.
As the Piazza is accessible at any time of the day, it provides different uses within the summer and winter months. 
In summer it hosts an arts centre with live musical performances making the lunch time a vibrant environment with 
“chairs from the neighbouring restaurants spilling over into the space [while] in the winter months the arena is 
converted into a skating rink” (http://www.rudi.net/node/7328). 
Bottom three: All images of the Broadgate Piazza 
housing different functions (*http://www.rudi.net/
files/paper/illustrations/05_0.jpg)
(**http://www.olympiagallery.com/P7290871-
broadgate-thumb2.jpg)
(***http://www.gardenvisit.com/assets/madge/
broadgate_landscape_architecture2/original/
broadgate_landscape_architecture2_original.jpg)
Left: 
**
***
*
P U B L I C   S Q U A R E  -  U R B A N   M E E T I N G   S P A C E
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As rudi.net notes, the physical high edges of the piazza are covered with ‘structured planting schemes’ which double up 
as a “visual barrier between the offices and the public space as well as provid(e) a soft edge to the hard architectural 
forms and sculptures” (http://www.rudi.net/node/7328).
Peter Foggo of Arup Associates was responsible for the landscaping of the urban scheme. Though as Gardenvisit.com 
indicates, his work received mixed reviews, one must appreciate the opportunities Foggo provided in spaces such as 
the Broadgate Arena/Piazza by applying lessons learnt from the Italian (Roman) public space design with its ‘spectator 
terraces’ looking over the ground level public foyers.
Sketches above done after images referenced on 
the left.
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PROJECT BY:
  Symbiosis Designs Ltd 
LOCATION:
  Amman / Jordan
PROJECT AREA:
  6 000 sqm
BUILT IN:
  2008
Andrew Rosenberg, in his archdaily article, describes this sporting complex as being “the most comprehensive and 
most progressive sport facility in the Middle East.”
Aside from its high tech features, what can be learnt from this building is the ingenious design considerations which 
allowed this building to provide a perpetual “visual conversation within and between the halls... ensur[ing] inspiring 
vantage points while visually panning during exercise.” S
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All images regarding Vy Gym, were taken from http://archdoc.mr926.me/vy-gym-symbiosis-designs-ltd-archdoc/1416/. Where possible, author is indicated.
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DOUBLE VOLUME ENTRANCE / RECEPTION
LESSONS LEARNT:
Use of bridges through double volume 
space as means to provide multiple points 
of physical links and natural surveillance at 
different points and levels;
Use of mezzanine levels within a multi storey 
volume;
Use of sitting areas in between spaces as well 
as at different levels, along movement routes, 
not only occupy the routes but promote 
surveillance along these routes and into, or 
out of, spaces.
Sketch of lessons learnt form Case Study. (Author’s own)
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 R E C R E A T I O N   C E N T R E S
In order to understand how to approach the design of a recreation centre, I 
researched existing recreation centres for design clues regarding basic layouts, 
entrances, generic feel for what such a typology ought to look like in order for 
it to be easily identified as an activity hub.
The research led me to different directions. Most of the centres are, in 
terms of urbanscape, usually isolated or detached from the typically urban, 
dense fabric. This may be so because recreation centres are, by nature large 
buildings as they host medium to big internal sports-fields/halls as well as 
open sports-fields.
However few, there are some great examples of urban scale recreation centres 
which make the most of the small land available within the dense landscape.
LITTLE TOKYO |  LOS ANGELES
(http://www.battleroyalela.com/wp-content/up-
loads/2008/12/ltrc_building.jpg)
Little Tokyo is to be a multipurpose sports 
hall which is to accommodate sports such 
as basketball, volleyball, social services 
programs and martial arts tournaments.
LESSONS LEARNT:
Corner entrances lend themselves to an interesting design feature as these catch one’s eye automatically.
MAGMA | SALT LAKE COUNTRY 
(http://www.recreation.slco.org/magna/facility.jpg)
(http://protophoto.com/images/magna/
DSC_1708.JPG)
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1RECREATION UNLIMITED |  LOS ANGELES
Recreation Unlimited is a 
multipurpose sports and development 
centre for kids with or without 
disabilities.
It provides space for sporting as well 
as academic development activities.
It comprises of:
-  an Assembly room for 100 seats;
-  dividable classrooms for up to 32 
seats;
-  Life Skills room for up to 24 seats;
-  general Classroom for up to 12 
seats;
-  environmental centre for up to 36 
seats; and,
-  the roughly 630 square metres 
gymnasium equipped with courts for 
Basketball, Volleyball or Badminton, 
an indoor climbing wall, and space for 
various ‘indoor’ activities.
(http://www.recreationunlimited.org/images/Recreation-Center-Floor-Pla.jpg)
LESSONS LEARNT:
Corner entrances lend themselves to an interesting design feature as these catch one’s eye automatically.
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2 THE WHOL CENTRE | Ramat-Gan, Israel
SECTION THROUGH VERTICAL CIRCULATION & 
STANDS
LESSONS LEARNT:
Appreciation for the underside of stands. Opportunity 
for interesting spatial qualities.
Tilt adjacent façades of stands to emphasize  spatial 
qualities created by stand angles.
TORREVIEJA MUNICIPAL THEATRE |  Torreveija, Spain
REPRESENTATION OF GRAND ENTRANCE
REPRESENTATION OF FOYER REPRESENTATION OF LOUNGE / 
CAFE AREA
LESSONS LEARNT:
Appreciation for the underside of stands. Opportunity for interesting spatial 
qualities.
By ‘sinking’ the floor plate adjacent to the underside of Stands,  A space is 
created with a natural feeling of comfort like the natural shaded and protected 
sheltered spaces under granite boulders.
Top Left: TORREVEIJA MUNICIPAL THEATRE in Torreveija, 
Spain. 2006 (HAMMOND 2005: 157 & 158)
Top Right: The Whol Centre, Bar-Ilan University in Ramat-
Gan, Israel. 2005. (HAMMOND 2005: 148)
MAXIMIZING POTENTIAL POSITIVE SPACE UNDER STANDS / STAIRWAYS
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Top and bottom:  LEICESTER THEATRE AND PER-
FORMING ARTS CENTRE in Leicester, UK. 2007. 
(HAMMOND 2005:179)
LESSONS LEARNT:
How to create interesting elevations 
through use of horizontal louvres 
combined with horizontal circulation 
platforms along a façade. The façade 
of a multi-volume space is not just 
a façade but shelter for platforms. 
How such application promotes 
surveillance over public street, as 
well as give a human scale to the tall 
‘blank’ façade of public buildings.
LEICESTER THEATRE  AND PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE |  Leicester, UK 
PUBLIC BUILDING FACADE TREATMENT
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LESSONS LEARNT:
Appreciation for the spaces between 
urban buildings.
By giving the ‘space in between buildings’ 
a unique material which stands out from 
that of the walls which enclose the space, 
such public space becomes a ‘private’ 
courtyard.
How street furniture can be as simple 
as a mound or even a planter kerb. By 
unifying/covering all that is ‘in between’ 
with the same material a dull space can 
be transformed into a vibrant playground 
for people of all ages.
Pic 1 -  URBAN LOUNGE in Switzerland. (MINGUET 2008:52)
URBAN LOUNGE | Switzerland
PUBLIC SQUARE PAVEMENT TREATMENT
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Pic 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 &  -  URBAN LOUNGE in Switzerland. (MINGUET 2008: 58 | 58 | 54 | 55 | 59 & 55 respectively)
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LESSONS LEARNT:
How to incorporate industrial 
materials such as steel mesh to make 
the urban park feel comfortable.
The differentiation of materials, be 
they entirely different materials or 
different sizes, different orientation, 
along designed routes, create 
different spaces or zones within a 
given open space.
Pics 1| 2 | 3 & 4 |ITAMERENKATU 5 in Helsinki, Finland.(MINGUET 2008:46 |48 &49 respectively)
ITAMERENKATU 5 | Finland SQUARE  IN MANUKAU | New Zealand
Pics 5 & 6 - SQUARE MANUKAU in Manukau, NZL. (MINGUET 2008:40)
PUBLIC SQUARE PAVEMENT TREATMENT
pic 096. 01
pic 096. 02
pic 096. 03 pic 096. 04
pic 096. 05
pic 096. 06
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EASTGATE THEATRE AND ART CENTRE | Peebles UK 
LESSONS LEARNT:
Appreciation for the historical 
buildings. How to respectfully 
integrate new functions into 
heritage buildings with modern 
design concepts and ‘high tech’ 
construction styles.
Old = Heavy, Solid and Opaque
New = ‘High Tech’, Light and 
Transparent. 
Pic 1 | 2 & 3 - EASTGATE THEATRE AND ART 
CENTRE in Peebles, UK. 2004. (HAMMOND 
2006: 99 & 100 respectively)
NEW LEASE FOR HERITAGE BUILDINGS
pic 097. 01
pic 097. 02
pic 097. 03
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LESSONS LEARNT:
Simplicity of street furniture along pathways transform a simple pathway into a promenade. 
How the combination of robust and simple street furniture design, doubled up as lighting features making public 
movement through open public spaces at night  intensify the feeling of safety.
Pics 1| 2 & 3 |PASEO DEL OVALO, Spain. (MINGUET 2008:176 |181 respectively)
PASEO DEL OVALO | Spain
NIGHT LIGHTING  
pic 098. 01
pic 098. 02
pic 098. 03
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LESSONS LEARNT:
Night-time is often associated with unsafe and therefore undesirable areas. If the 
streets are landscaped in such a way which incorporates lighting design as small 
as ‘cat’s eye’ along the promenades as seen in Pic 3 & 4, surely dwellers or passers 
by, are encouraged to linger and occupy such areas which have been lit up. Or with 
simple lighting as seen in the images.
Pic 1 & 2 - FRENCH CONSULATE GARDEN in New York. 2003. (THAUREAU 2005:199 & 201 
respectively)
NIGHT LIGHTING 
PROMENADE
Pic 3 & 4 - JOSIE ROBERTSON PLAZA LIGHTING 
PROPOSAL for Lincon Centre Redevelopment Project 
in New York. 2009.  (THAUREAU 2005:179 & 178 
respectively)
pic 099. 01 pic 099. 02 pic 099. 03
pic 099. 04
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Pic 1 | 2 & 3 - HIGHLINE. New York. 2008. (THAUREAU 2005: 195 & 190 respectively)
Pic 4 | 5 & 6 - LINKED HYBRID in Beijing, China. 2007. (THAUREAU 2005: 416/7, 418/9 & 418 respectively)
BRIDGE LIGHTING
NIGHT LIGHTING  
LESSONS LEARNT: Bridge and bridge lighting | As one of the original responses and proposed solutions 
to the problems that the site, used in this thesis, encounters, bridges and how these design features may be 
used as light sources instead of the predicted dark, unfriendly association attached to bridge design.
These are two applicable case studies which help illustrate the intention of the proposed bridge as part of the 
design scheme. The one (Highline, above) is a project which looked at how a rundown urban-bridged railway 
can be revitalised to become a friendly walking thoroughfare even at night-time. Not only does it provide 
lighting for the pedestrian making use of the bridge, but also becomes a light source for the circulation taking 
place underneath the structure. The other (Linked Hybrid, below and right) is a project which looked at how 
the link of various buildings can be expressed not only through a simple bridge, but a bridge which correlates 
the circulation on the ground as it becomes the lighting source and visual accent at night time.
pic 100. 01 pic 100. 02
pic 100. 03
pic 100. 04
pic 100. 05 pic 100. 06
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LIGHT THROUGH TRANSPARENCY
NIGHT LIGHTING 
One of the primary concerns regarding this thesis is the use of transparency throughout the building complex. This is 
so as part of the theoretical approach to design regards the need for visual communication as a means of promoting 
natural surveillance as well as a differentiation between the apparent and real barriers as a means to promote 
ownership and subsequently safety. In an area known for its high levels of crime, a public space intended to interact 
with the surrounding activities, the use of glazing is very important. This case study well illustrates the intention of this 
thesis. The built form which houses large gathering spaces can be imposing because of its sheer size, and yet be gentle 
to the eye, thanks to its transparent properties. During the day it is a somewhat reflective surface, with supporting 
activities taking place along the level which easily allows the user to relate to the ground activities. At night-time 
the building morphs into a sort of light-box illuminating the surroundings. Another aspect of this case study is the 
exposure of the circulation on the inside of the transparent façade. The choice for this, deliberate or not, increases the 
sense of movement and potential vantage points which allude further to natural surveillance.
Pic 1 & 2 - Part of  the Lincon 
Centre Redevelopment Project 
in New York. 2009. (THAUREAU 
2005: 180 & 180/1 respectively)pic 101. 01 pic 101. 02
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IN THIS CHAPTER, THE PROCESS IS TO BE SHOWN.
 
FROM THE INITIAL STAGES PROPELLED BY THE DESIGN WORKSHOP,
THE FIRST DESIGN PROPOSALS;
 THE TWO DESIGN REVIEWS
THROUGH TO THE FINAL RESOLUTION STAGES AS A MEANS TO DEMONSTRATE
THE MULTIPLE OPTIONS EXPLORED AND 
THE SUBSEQUENT DECISIONS TAKEN IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE A FINAL DESIGN.
IT WAS A LONG AND PAINFUL PROCESS BUT IN THE END,
ENJOYABLE.
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As part of the curriculum, thesis students were requested to take part in a workshop 
which was intended to get the design ‘kick started’ from the intensive theory research.
The workshop was broken into four stages.
As this process proved to be a vital step into getting started with design,
all four stages are shown next with brief descriptions.
~ * ~
The following paragraph is an extract taken from ‘Design by Evolution’
from the Wits MArch Design Charette 2011 hand out 
to illustrate the intension of the design charette:
"The abstraction of thoughts and ideas allows for single concepts to expand and grow into new untested areas. A concept can be submitted to 
mutations and testing through a process of ‘design evolution’ and subsequently yield a refined understanding of its implications. This process 
transforms abstract ideas into complex and tangible architectural resolutions via simple successive generations. 
The charette exercise is designed to explore multiple possible solutions and to cull any unfit iterations without fear or favour. If one path leads 
to a dead end, many others can be pursued instead. The descendant architecture can trace its heritage back to the theoretical component and 
has proven its richness through test and trial.
Process is product."
~ * ~
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This word visual, result of stage 1 and part 1 exercise, was extracted from www.wordle.com as part of the first charette assignment . Students were 
asked to paste the theory research-base-essay in the wordle website.  Wordle is a programme which adds up the number of times that any given 
word is used in the body of the text and produces an art visual of the body of the text highlighting the words which are used the most. Students 
were, then, asked to pick a number of words  from those highlighted in stage 1 part 1 and explore potential architectural concepts driven from 
such words.
 PIC107.01
stage 1   |   part 1
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stage 1   |   part 2
 PIC108.01
 PIC108.02
 PIC108.03
 PIC108.04
 PIC108.05
 PIC108.06
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stage 1 part 2  - involved exploring the meanings of 
10 of the highlighted words extracted in stage 1 part 
1  |  the words were then taken into a visual dictionary 
and the visuals  shown in these two pages were 
achieved  |  from these concept ‘strings’ were formed 
and an infogram was to be generated (PIC109.03)
stage 1 part 3  -  the concept ‘strings’ were to be grouped 
according to: programme | form | site, and from these 
groups students were to select a couple of words to then 
be explored through means of sketches illustrating how 
such words are to be represented architecturally in stage 2.
stage 1   |   part 3
 PIC109.03 PIC109.01
 PIC109.02
Words selected from wordle:
| ACCESS | ACTIVE | AREA | BETWEEN | CITY | HEIGHT | 
| ORDER | PEOPLE | PUBLIC | STREET | WITHIN |
Words taken from infogram:
HIERARCHY | CROSSROADS | STRATA | PATH | AXIS
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stage 2
stage 2 involved rapid exploration via sketch as a means of experimenting how to express conceptual words in terms of an architectural language 
| this task was used directly to apply the concepts singled out above to the site | though this was not the intention, it proved to be rather helpful 
to progress with the initial design resolutions | the next six pages illustrate some of the explorations done
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stage 3
stage 3 was, by far, the most 
productive and enjoyable part of the 
charette workshop | through this 
process, the concepts regarding the 
theory explored in this thesis | as seen 
in stage 1, words such as: ACCESS | 
ACTIVE | AREA | BETWEEN | CITY | HEIGHT 
| ORDER | PEOPLE | PUBLIC | STREET | 
WITHIN, were extrapolated.
This helped clarify that the thesis meant to 
explore how its end-product, the building  
should ideally conform with the principles 
of defensible space within the constraints 
of  CITY context and its particular 
tight rectangular STREET grid while, 
simultaneously, giving it back and making 
it easily ACCESSible to the PEOPLE, thereby 
making it an ACTIVE and PUBLIC space 
with a clear sense of ORDER | the building 
is to fit BETWEEN the highlighted edges 
of historic PATHS and modern circulation 
AXES which, in themselves, dedicate a 
HIERARCHY of activities WITHIN a part of 
town which is witnessing its revival | the 
appropriate HEIGHT of the building and its 
activities / functions are a key factor owing 
to design, as these determine the success 
of the project surveillance. 
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These models illustrate that the 
explorations lead to various potential 
resolutions |though,  at this stage, 
the concept for the recreation centre 
explored the idea that the building 
would cross over Rockey Street into 
the school, thereby making Rockey 
Street a circulation tunnel for cars only; 
pedestrians would have means to walk 
over the street not on the street | also, 
this would mean that the building was 
to be one solid mass with a multitude 
of openings according to the functions 
being housed within this mass | 
various light portals were thought of in 
order to maximise natural light | sports 
fields were to be positioned in the roof 
area thereby maximizing the structure 
| there was the ideal of having real 
walkways/bridges which locals could 
make use of as outdoor rooms: small 
pockets of space where small groups of 
people could gather along a running/
cycling track to promote pedestrian 
flow above the park to create a means 
of natural surveillance over the green 
space |
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stage 4
stage 4 was meant to have a somewhat 
fully resolved building in order to ‘kick-
start’ the resolution of the programme | 
the desire to preserve as many existing 
structures as possible and incorporating 
a new design of sports facilities  proved 
to be more of a challenge than was 
anticipated |
here is the first design attempt | using the desired pedestrian movement as the driving force of the spatial manipulation | a solid mass with cutaway where 
people move freely and are sheltered | a mass hosting a wide range of activities at various levels thereby awarding the shell of the building a non uniform, non 
traditional look | a shell that portrays a play of opacities which intended to symbolise the crazy city grid | the building, took into consideration the impact it 
could have in relation to the existing high rise tower north of the site, and solid masses which announce the end of the string of Nugget parks, by attempting to 
provide a visual illusion that the End Street Park was like a courtyard, but on a grand public scale |
as an initial attempt, this proposal may have failed to meet the expectations, but has served a valuable purpose | it proved that the solution for a safe space 
within the city, a solid mass is not the solution | a solid mass would only further pronounce the fort-like style of architectural trends whereby spaces are totally 
enclosed from the public and, instead of making it a friendly and inviting environment, it promotes discomfort and segregation which eventually leads to 
insecurity |
BACK TO THE DRAWING BOARD!
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0 DESIGN CONCEPTSPROPOSAL 1
DESIGN CONCEPTS: 
Seeing that the first concept of 
a unified building proved not to 
work, next step was to fragment 
the building so it fitted between the 
existing buildings and still preserved 
as many existing structures as possible 
| Then, using the sized of the main 
function of the recreation centre 
(that being a medium size indoor 
soccer field, which may be used as 
two, 5 a side mini soccer fields or two 
basketball fields) the design started 
by exploring which would be the best 
position for this massive space, always 
keeping in mind that the recreation 
centre ought to respect the existing 
structures |
Various positions were quickly 
explored and discarded, for the 
structure of the indoor field would 
either block the essential lines of 
sight, or block walkways and lead to 
alleyways, therefore going against 
the safe flow of pedestrians.
PROPOSAL 1:
After discarding so many options, the best solution (at the time) was to have the sports field positioned behind 
the Rockey and Davies Street corner heritage building and next to Khan’s Corner, the existing structure at the 
south-east corner of End and Rockey Streets, thereby allowing for a comfortable ramped walkway between 
the existing and new structure. | This would then allow for a link between two tall structures, connecting 
the public street and a semi public platform. | This platform would serve as a means to raise people off the 
ground, thus providing a better vantage point over both the End Street Park due west and the busy street due 
east where the Railway Station pedestrian traffic flows. | Moreover, this platform was meant to serve as the 
new pedestrian intersection, with the focal point taking place off the middle of the pedestrian crossing where 
pedestrians and bystanders not only cross paths but also enter the various buildings of the recreation center 
from this central node.
Sketches done at 1:500, analysing the 
lines of sight and pedestrian movement 
flow, should the indoor sports field be 
positioned parallel to Davies Street, 
behind the heritage building.
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3D VIEW of PROPOSAL 1 MODEL
View of proposed recreation centre as if approaching from Bree Street View of proposal , from Jeppe and 
End Street crossing
View of Recreation Centre from End Street Park
Views of quick conceptual model of 
proposal 1.
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This proposal was also proved not to work as it became hidden from the park, a main attraction for the building.
BACK TO THE DRAWING BOARD!
3D VIEW of PROPOSAL 1 MODEL
View of walkway between new Sports field and existing structures
View of recreation centre from Davies Street
3 dimensional elevation view of recreation centre along 
Davies Street
Birds eye view of proposal , from End Street Park
Birds eye view of proposal , from south of Davies Street.
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DESIGN CONCEPT 2: 
Proposal 2 was an improvement of 
proposal 1, in terms of incorporating 
Kahns Corner, as this specific building 
could serve as ‘gateway’ into the 
complex and was a mistake to ‘ignore’ 
it in Proposal 1. 
Also, the sports complex was to 
detach itself form the small Heritage 
building as in Proposal 1, it appeared 
to be getting dwarfed and swallowed 
by the scale of the proposed four-
storey building.
Still in line with Proposal 1,  great 
attention paid to preserve as many 
existing structures.
Various explorations take place, 
in trying to accommodate the 
incorporation the lower three or four 
floors out of the total seven floors of 
Kahn’s Corner. Careful considerations 
were made over Khan’s Corner, as 
it is part of AFHCO’s redevelopment 
scheme and it is meant to have six 
floors converted into student housing 
units.
PROPOSAL 2:
Firstly, spatial design explorations led to the ‘gutting out’ few of the lower floors of Khan’s Corner and exposing the 
existing concrete structure.
Then, as a result of the historic research, the tight square urban grid colliding with the in fill grid was to be celebrated 
and so   a third grid was added. this new grid came about as means to marry the both the poetic intention of having an 
open and public flow of pedestrian in between the spaces created by the built form, as well as the practical resolution 
of having a new building of such big proportions fit into the site amongst the existing structures.
This new grid was then explored and taken through all the new design interventions, from the new work done with 
this new grid, to the existing structures which had additions done according to this same new grid.
As part of the original concept, the building was meant to reach over Rockey Street and connect the new recreation 
centre to the existing school. In this proposal, that idea was simplified by having an aerial link in the form of a bridge 
which was to be both a physical and poetic link of the new and old functions within the precinct.
Sketches done at 1:500, analysing a new 
position for the sports field. | The bottom 
sketches start to analyse the integration 
of the lower floor levels of Khan’s Corner.
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Top row: sketches analysing the integration of First 
and Second Floors of Khan’s Corner into the design.
Middle & bottom rows: Sketches analysing the 
Recreation Hall above the indoor sports field.
CONCEPTUAL  PROCESS PROGRAMME:
The recreation centre is composed of 3 main blocks: 
1. Educational Block  | 2. Entertainment/Communal 
living Block  | 3. Sports Block 
The building complex is to incorporate both new 
and existing structures, two of which have been 
categorised as being Heritage, and 3 empty stands.
The Heritage structures are to be respected as such 
and are to be restored where possible, and design is 
to enhance such structures through extensions which 
will clearly define the difference between the old and 
the new.
Any new work was, as a conscious design decision, 
to be made with a new grid, at a new angle to the 
existing different angles present on site. This is so as 
to emphasise and celebrate the various city grids, 
stand sizes, historic city development stages and 
distinct land use/district which offer this particular 
portion of the city a special and dynamic character.
As a natural gateway of the CBD, this site is an ideal 
destination point as it has various points and means 
of access thereby making it possible to host various 
functions for various user groups.
There are 4 main user groups: the existing school in 
need of space and further educational facilities; the 
hundreds of residents moving in to the new housing 
developments; the existing manufacturing staff; and 
the daily commuters who make use of Doornfontein 
Railway Station.
The recreation centre is intended to serve the local 
community as well as the youth of the nearby 
communities. 
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Top row: Sketches done at 1:500 of the 
link/bridge coming form the Educational 
block, past the communal block (Khan’s 
Corner) and into the Sports Hall.
Bottom Row: Freehand sketches explor-
ing design ideas for the link/bride.
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Plans and section of formal proposal 2.
Blue: Education
Yellow:  Sports
Red: Link / Communal
Purple: Residential
Grey: Commercial
Orange: Food retail
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Above: Photos of cardboard model of proposal 2.2. 
Below: Exploration for recreation hall above sports hall.
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Plans of Proposal 2.2 with a study 
of what would night time appear 
to be, when street lighting is taken 
into consideration (top).
Proposal 2, in its variations, proved not to be the most efficient scheme as lecturers noted the following:
- the Recreation Hall lacked the feel and look of a typical building of its kind;
- the building complex was hidden and disconnected from the park by keeping Kahn’s Corner, and so a decision was taken 
to propose the demolition in the benefit of opening up the space for a connection to take place between the park and the 
Recreation Centre;
- the intention to celebrate the collision of grids through the building by adding yet another grid angle would distract and 
not do justice to such intention.
BACK TO THE DRAWING BOARD!
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PROPOSAL 3:
The last sequence of proposals was a product of freeing the 
space for building of typology. The desired historic lessons of 
the site could finally be translated into a built form.
The triangular shape allowed to create an interesting, maybe 
iconic form which housed the spacious functions, such as the 
sports fields and its 9 metre height clearance requirements, 
in an elegant manor. The natural lean to spaces achieved 
under the concrete stand structure became an integral and 
integrated part of the design. Case studies show how spaces 
underneath stands can be cleverly made use of as pause 
areas or spaces which easily allowed for the back of house 
functions, such as rest /change rooms.
The roof of the sports hall, intended to house a recreation 
hall proved to cause a challenge due to the structural qualities 
that such functions require combined with the rather 
large spans resultant of indoor sports facilities. (Refer to 
Technology chapter to learn how this was achieved.)
Variations of this basic concept were studied and maximized 
to an optimum standard taking into consideration the lessons 
learnt in both the design principals and the case studies as 
explained and illustrated in the previous chapters.
DESIGN CONCEPT 3: 
Proposal 3 was a departure from Proposal 2 from the aspect 
that there was less existing building to consider and so the open 
space expanded allowing for a proper park extension which 
helped create two new open public spaces directly adjacent to 
the Recreation Centre.
This new found freedom for design contributed to an entire 
new way to position the new building. The square grid is thus 
represented as a continuation of its rigid lines while the peculiar triangulation was taken 
literally and placed on the vertical (refer to the top image of this page). This form helped 
clarify the programme of building and simplify the circulation within building, both 
vertically and horizontally.
Top right: Conceptual section and how functions can elegantly 
be tucked into the triangular shape.
Bottom left: Sketches of spatial explorations of site without 
Kahn’s corner. 
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TOP LEFT: VIEW OF RECREATION CENTRE SPORTS HALL FROM DAVIES 
STREET DUE NORTH TOWARDS RAILWAY STATION
TOP RIGHT: BIRDS EYEVIEW OF RECREATION CENTRE PROPOSAL 3, 
FROM END STREET PARK DUE SOUTH EAST.
BOTTOM LEFT: CLOSE VIEW OF RECREATION CENTRE FROM NEW 
PARK EXTENSION.
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Site and ground floor plan identifying the different layer the building proposal
DESIGN CONCEPTS
PROPOSAL 3.2
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Chosen schemes for design development.
Top: abstract spatial concept of Recre-
ation Centre and surrounding parks.
Bottom: Conceptual sketches of how 
bridge links to and through the sports hall 
at a higher level.
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Collage of images extracted from 3d model done in Sketch Up 8, and worked in Photoshop to illustrate some of the intentions of this thesis.
From Left to Right - TOP ROW: aerial view of building in its context; Basic perspective of what is to be the internal corridor of the Recreation Centre (South Stands to the left of the 
caption); potential pedestrian view of Recreation Centre, from the End Street Park. MIDDLE ROW:  Potential pedestrian view approaching building from the railway station (Davies 
Street); perspective view of pupils crossing the bridge towards the recreation centre; Potential pedestrian view of building going towards railway station (also Davies Street). 
BOTTOM ROW: perspective view of building towards End Street Park from Jeppe Street; 3d site plan; perspective view of building driving down Bree Street.
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THIS CHAPTER IS THE RESULT OF THE STUDIES DONE OVER THIS PAST YEAR.
TRUST THE VISUALS THAT FOLLOW ILLUSTRATE THE DESIGN EXPLAINED IN THE PREVIOUS CHAPTER 
AND DEMONSTRATE THE FUN AND HARD WORK THAT HAS GONE INTO ACHIEVING A DESIGN WHICH 
PROMOTES DEFENSIBLE SPACE WITHIN THE PUBLIC REALM.
ENJOY...
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Bird’s eye view perspective of
Recreation Centre from End 
Street Park side. 
Top is the day view, 
bottom is the equivalent night 
view.
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Bird’s eye view perspective of Recreation Centre towards 
End Street Park. 
Right = 3d generated day view, 
left = Photo of 1:1000 model .
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Perspective of Recreation Centre (Top right - Day view; Main - Night view)
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Perspective of Recreation Centre:
Top right: Day view crossing the 
street from End Street Park in park 
extension; 
Bottom right: Night view equivalent to 
Top right;
Top left: Close up of stairwells 
illustrating the light quality at night 
time;
 Bottom left: Close up West facade 
showing the youth Club box like 
quality and the viewing platforms 
along this facade.
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Perspective of Recreation Centre:
Top images: Views of North West corner 
of building and its impact overlooking the 
adjacent parks;
Bottom images: Views of park extensions 
between recreation centre and heritage 
building as well as the impact that the bridge 
will have over this space.
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Perspective of Recreation Centre:
Top left: Close up view of East facace, along Davies Street, 
illustrating the relationship between the pedestrian flow on 
ground and the cantilevering platforms above demarcated by the 
triangular steel columns; 
Top right: Perspective of East facade illustrating the transparency 
qualities desired.
Bottom right and left: Views of Recreation Centre from outdoor 
space, overlooking the exposed structures of existing buildings. 
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Perspective of Recreation Centre:
Right images: Internal perspectives of Sports 
hall (Top - day; Bottom - night)
Top Left: Conceptual internal perspective 
and transparency qualities of hall of North 
facade, in order to allow clear views of 
parks.
Bottom left: External perspective of North 
facade and bridge meeting Recreation 
Centre.
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1:1000 Model photos
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1:200 Model photos
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1:200 Model photos
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The design proposed in this thesis aims to explore safety in the Johannesburg inner city. Through the use of materials 
and technical systems, one can achieve and enhance the basic aim of this hypothesis of safety through architecture. 
The technical aspects are, therefore, elements to the scheme of the project as a whole.
OLD viz NEW:
The site, as analysed in previous chapters is part of the history of Johannesburg, which though a new city when 
compared with European cities, it has its own value and sense of heritage. In architectural terms, it means that 
the existing buildings on and surrounding the site are old, some considered to be a part of the heritage portfolio 
and therefore, built with simple and, I dare say, archaic methods of construction. Such methods are by no means 
laughable. On the contrary, they were rightfully applied as this area is a typically industrial and commercial-zoned and 
so most of the buildings were mere shell structures. 
The building being proposed, a recreational centre, is a public building meant to serve the youth in a troublesome 
neighbourhood of the Inner City, therefore, it must be a robust and solid structure for durability. At the same time, 
it must be light enough to promote a feeling of safety in the community and a sense of elegance, so that this same 
community takes pride in the building, thereby leading to territorialism and so ownership of the space resulting in 
a natural form of surveillance of the space. Architecturally, this means that the recreation center is to be built with 
modern materials and/or modern techniques, which encompass materials such as various types of glass and fixing 
methods; steel framework (both structural and aesthetic elements) in an industrial manner resembling mining 
structures for the purpose of historic recognition of the importance mining had to this specific part of town; and 
concrete, the material which is best associated with robustness and plasticity.
The use of such systems further enhances the safety theme within the precinct. 
Representation of Hakuou High School 
(After MCLEOD 2004: 137)
Representation of Cais Gallery (After 
MCLEOD 2004: 120)
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Glass is a basic material but depending on how it is used, it may or may not help to promote safety. Its elemental 
function is to provide an invisible barrier, usually as a transparent means of sheltering from elements. The 
transparency properties of the glass may then be used to allow for the creation of enclosed spaces in a manner which 
plays with the idea of real barriers viz., illusive barriers. Moreover, the property of glass allows the building to have 
two distinctive looks according to the time of day. In the day, it allows light in and causes the natural shadows within 
the interior or the building to become a source of unknown natural surveillance while at night the light of the building 
shines through the glass, illuminating the spaces outside thereby making the outside areas well-lit and safe, as crime 
tends to take place in areas that are dark and easy for wrongdoers to hide.
Representation of Kim Ok-Gil Memo-
rial Hall (After MCLEOD 2004: 119)
Representation of C-House (After MCLEOD 2004: 156)
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Seeing that the main query of this study regards safety promoted by means of surveillance, and as a result, varying 
levels of activities platforms were provided, both along the edges of the building as well as through the building 
itself, great consideration was taken in order to achieve an elegant structure with a considerable span and a potential 
intense live loads above such spans, metal structure design and detailing professionals were consulted and the 
following structure was derived to meet the design requirements.
The following are the computer generated drawings done that illustrate the structure:
Conceptual sketch design section, 
illustrating the desired transparency of 
the building through the various function 
platforms.
Recreation Hall
Recreation Hall
Sports Hall
Vertical
Circulation
View
Platforms
Bridge
Offices
Retail
Retail
Offices
View
Platforms
Recreation Hall
Sports Hall
View
Platforms
Bridge
Offices
Retail
Youth Club
Main Entance
View
Platforms
View
Platforms
View Platforms
Youth Club
Main Entance
View
Platforms
View Platforms
DIGITAL TRANSLATIONS OF THE CONCEPT SKETCHES.
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*Triangular ‘ribs’ with 
all the floors required 
and the Recreation Hall 
sub-structure
*Triangular ‘ribs’ with 
all the floors required 
and the concrete lifts/
vertical circulation 
cages
*Triangular ‘ribs’ with 
all the floors required 
and the bridge with its 
portal supports and 
links to various floors 
inside the sports hall
*Complete Structure
*Triangular ‘ribs’ with 
all the floors required
*Triangular ‘ribs’ with 
all the floors required 
and supporting 
structure
VISUALS OF CONCEPTUAL REQUIREMENTS AND STRUCTURAL SOLUTIONS:
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STRUCTURAL DETAILS AND 3DS:
STRUCTURAL DETAILS
STRUCTURAL SYSTEM IN 3D:
Box rafter + four-leg trestle tower 
column
CLOSE UP STRUCTURAL SYSTEM 
CONNECTION, IN 3D:
STEEL STRUCTURE IN 3D
 § 
| 1
65
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